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1 Introduction
1.1 History and motivation
In his 1905 paper ‘On the electrodynamics of moving bodies’ [1], Albert Einstein
revolutionised our understanding of the relationship between space and time. In
particular, he showed that observers moving in reference frames relative to one another
experience different measures of time. This paper only dealt with inertial reference
frames (i.e. frames in which Newton’s laws hold), and Einstein would not generalise
his theory to include accelerating observers for another 10 years. With the support of
numerous experimental results, Einstein’s General Theory of Relativity (GR) is widely
accepted as the correct extension of Newtonian gravity. Here, we interpret the effect of
gravity as the intrinsic curvature of a space-time with pseudo-Riemannian geometry.
Every massive object inside of the space-time is governed by the Einstein equations,
which form a set of ten, coupled, non-linear, second order partial differential equations
(PDE) for the metric components, which describe how distance behaves in the space-
time. Only a handful of exact solutions are known as the PDE system is notoriously
difficult to solve. Moreover, if one is able to find an exact solution, it is difficult
to establish whether or not the solution has physical significance; Einstein himself
famously disregarded the Schwarzschild space-time as being unphysical. Nevertheless,
we now know how to interpret this solution as the simplest description of a black hole.
Initially, the field equations were solved by imposing high degrees of symmetry.
This is not the only way that it could be done, and in 1952 Choquet-Bruhat showed
that the Einstein equations were well-posed, and hence could be solved as an initial
value problem (IVP) [2]. Geometrically, this involves splitting the four-dimensional
space-time into a set of three-dimensional submanifolds. Initial data is specified on
one of these submanifolds and the Einstein equations are then used to evolve the data
through space-time. Mathematically, this allowed researchers to split the Einstein
equations into two sets of PDE, namely the constraint and evolution equations, which
could be solved independently of one another. More specifically, to solve the full
system one would first solve the constraints and then use their solution as initial data
in the evolution equations. Furthermore, it was shown that if one were to choose an
initial data set such that the constraints are satisfied then, there exists a corresponding
unique solution to the full Einstein equations; this is a fact that prompts researchers
to study the constraint equations.
The constraints themselves are a set of 4 equations for 12 unknowns. It follows
that in order to solve the constraints one must first specify 8 of the components. It is
unclear how these should be chosen, one of the most successful methods that has been
employed is the conformal transformation. More recently, it has been suggested that
the constraints are solved as an IVP. In a series of papers [3–6], Rácz uses a set of two-
1
dimensional surfaces in order to cast the constraints as an IVP. In his work, two such
formulation were derived, namely the strongly hyperbolic and the parabolic-hyperbolic
formulations. This is not the first exploitation of lower dimensional geometries to be
proposed. In [7] an adapted set of 2-surfaces are used to construct an approximate
form of the solution to the constraints, and in [8] the 3-dimensional geometry is
constructed via surfaces of revolution. Such constructions are appealing as they
allow the researcher more ‘control’ over the geometry. The properties of Rácz’s
formulations are as of yet unclear. For example, if a solution is perturbed from its
equilibrium state then we should expect this deviation to decay during our evolutions.
This is the behaviour that we are interested in, and is what we will be studying in
this thesis.
1.2 Notation and conventions
In this text we will adopt the abstract index notation for the representation of tensor
quantities. In particular, a variable with indices will not describe a single tensorial
component but rather will represent the abstract coordinate-free tensor itself.
We will be considering manifolds with various dimensions and hence find it prudent
to distinguish between these. Three types of indices will be used, namely Greek, lower-
case Latin, and upper-case Latin. These will run from 0-3, 1-3, and 2-3 respectively,
the reason for this will become clear in the following work.
Greek indexed objects can have their indices raised and lowered in the standard
way, using the space-time metric denoted by gαβ. In a similar way lower-case Latin
indexed objects can have their indices lowered using the three-dimensional metric,
typically represented as γab. The same follows for upper-case Latin indexed objects.
The 2-dimensional metric is typically written as hAB.
For a vector vα we have,
vαvα < 0 =⇒ vα is time-like, (1.1)
vαvα > 0 =⇒ vα is space-like, (1.2)
vαvα = 0 =⇒ vα is null or light-like. (1.3)
There are two types of curvatures that will be introduced, namely the extrinsic
and the intrinsic curvatures. Both of these will be dealt with respect to manifolds of
different dimensionalities, sometimes simultaneously. To help differentiate between
these, the second fundamental form associated with an n-dimensional manifold will
be called the ‘extrinsic n-curvature’. The corresponding intrinsic curvature will be
denoted by (n)R.
Some metrics will occur frequently and as such have particular symbols associated
with them. These are listed as follows.
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1. The flat four-dimensional metric in standard polar coordinates:
ηαβ = −dtαdtβ + drαdrβ + r2dθαdθβ + r2 sin2(θ)dφαdφβ. (1.4)
2. The three-dimensional Euclidean metric in standard polar coordinates:
δab = dradrb + r
2dθadθb + r
2 sin2(θ)dφadφb. (1.5)
The associated covariant derivative is (δ)∇a.
3. The two-dimensional 2-sphere metric in standard polar coordinates:
σAB = dθAdθB + sin
2(θ)dφAdφB. (1.6)
The corresponding covariant derivative is (σ)∇A.
If gαβ is a metric and ∇α is the associated covariant derivative, we will write
∇2 = ∇α∇α = gαβ∇α∇β. (1.7)
Finally, due to the nature of this work a large number of equations are present,
all of which are important to develop an understanding of the work. However, some
hold more importance than others. To help highlight the more prominent equations
coloured boxes have been used. Red boxes are used to emphasize equations that the
section is focused on. In a similar manner, green boxes are used to draw attention to
equations that are fundamental in understanding the content of the red boxes. The




We end the introduction by presenting a paragraph for each section. The first part
of this thesis is dedicated to the mathematical theory required for our research.
2. PDE Summary:
A brief summary of the theory of partial differential equations (PDEs) is gi-
ven. We focus primarily on the relationship between the type of PDE system
and what this tells us about the equations with regards to the initial value
problem (IVP). We also introduce spin-weighted spherical harmonics (SWSH)
and briefly describe how they may be used numerically. Finally, we discuss the
mathematical process of linearisation.
3. The geometry of the (n+ 1)-decomposition:
The core concept of a hypersurface is introduced. We discuss the first and
second fundamental forms of a hypersurface, and derive the Gauss, Codazzi,
and Ricci equations.
4. The Einstein constraint equations:
The (3+1)-form of the Einstein equations is derived, and split into the constraint
and evolution equations. The ADM equations are also derived, and are used to
demonstrate why it is non-trivial to show that the IVP of Einstein’s equations is
well-posed. Finally, an outline of the proof that the IVP of Einstein’s equations
is well-posed is presented.
5. The elliptic form of the constraints:
Focusing on how one may solve the constraint equations, we introduce the
conformal method. A general conformal transformation is performed and used
to show how one may pick gauge freedoms to simplify the resulting equations. A
simple example of how to solve the constraints is then used as a demonstration
of the usefulness of this formulation.
6. An evolutionary formulation of the constraint equations:
A (2+1)-decomposition is performed on the constraints so that they may be cast
as a well-posed IVP. Due to the present freedoms, two evolutionary systems are
derived namely, the ‘strongly hyperbolic’ and the ‘parabolic-hyperbolic’ systems.
We prove the type of equations that each formulation presents, and give their
linearisations.
The second part of the thesis is focused on our original work. These paragraphs will
not only outline the contents of each section but will also summarise the key results.
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7. Schwarzschild decomposition:
We take a known solution of Einstein’s equations and perform the (3 + 1) and
(2 + 1)-decompositions, which will be used throughout the remainder of the
work.
8. Asymptotically hyperbolic foliations:
We begin by defining what is meant by ‘asymptotically hyperboloidal’.
8.1 The strongly hyperbolic formulation.
An appropriate foliation of the Minkowski space-time is performed and the
constraints are solved to produce a family of spherically symmetric soluti-
ons. We show that these can be embedded into a Schwarzschild space-time,
and proceed to study linear perturbations of these data. Despite violating
the hyperbolicity condition the equations are stable to perturbations, a
fact that is explained via the consideration of an ‘equivalent’ second-order
PDE. We end by showing how one may solve the linearised equations as a
boundary value problem (BVP).
8.2 The parabolic-hyperbolic formulation.
We directly consider foliations of the Schwarzschild space-time and show
that the resulting (2 + 1)-system is stable to both linear and non-linear
perturbations. We also show that the linearised equations are ‘equivalent’
to a second order PDE.
9. Asymptotically flat black hole(s) in the parabolic-hyperbolic formulation:
We begin with a summary of metrics that take a Kerr-Schild form.
9.1 Non-linear perturbations of the Schwarzschild solution.
An asymptotically flat foliation of the Schwarzschild solution is perform-
ed and the corresponding constraints are solved for a general family of
spherically symmetric solutions. We show that these are asymptotically
flat only if certain conditions are met.
9.2 A model for multiple black holes.
We introduce a model that can be used to choose free data that describe
multiple black holes. A more in-depth discussion is presented for binary
black holes. We predict that the asymptotics of the produced solution can
be matched to the previously found spherically symmetric solutions. We
use this model to show that there exists a set of cases that are asymp-
totically flat. For the ones that are not inherently flat, we introduce an
5




We begin by summarising needed information on the theory of partial differential
equations. We will first introduce different types of PDE and some of the associated
results. We will then discuss methods for solving and studying the equations. These
discussions will be based on [9–16]. In this section, indices will not always be con-
sistent with what was outlined in Section 1.2 as our discussion is not restricted by
dimensionality. Furthermore, we will be considering open subsets of Rn, this is not a
restriction as non-Euclidean geometries are locally Rn.
2.1 Types of PDE
General relativity is a geometric theory, primarily centred around solving the Einstein
equations. Whilst these equations are hyperbolic in nature, the constraint equations
(which will be introduced in the following sections) may not be, this is due to the






xg − ∂2yg + ∂2xh− ∂yh = 0, (2.1)
which forms a single PDE for three unknown functions f = f(x, y), g = g(x, y), and
h = h(x, y). Thus, to find a solution one must specify two of the functions, depending
on the choices made the equation will take a different form. In particular, solving for
f , g, and h will give an elliptic, hyperbolic, and parabolic equation, respectively.
Whilst there are several advantages in being able to identify the type of PDE that
one is dealing with, we will primarily be interested in the relationship between the
form of the PDE and what this may tell us about it having a well-posed IVP.
Definition 2.1. A system of partial differential equations with solution u = u(t, ~x)
(where ~x = (x1, ..., xn−1) is the vector of variables) is said to be well-posed provided
that there exists a unique solution that depends continuously on the initial data.
In other words, a system of PDE is well-posed if small changes in the initial data
correspond to small changes in the solution itself [11].
To understand the relationship between the form of the equation and being well-
posed, we introduce the principal symbol [9].
Definition 2.2. A general linear system of homogeneous partial differential equations
takes the form ∑
|j|≤s
Aj(~x)Dju = 0, (2.2)
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where j is a multi-index with maximum order s, Dju is the collection of all partial
derivatives of the unknown function u = u(t, ~x), and ~x = (x1, ..., xn−1) is the collection
of variables. Then the principal symbol is the map from R2n to k × k real matrices
defined by the relation




and the characteristic polynomial of the system is the determinant of the principal
symbol.
The characteristic polynomial associated with any PDE system allows for the
classification of the PDE type [9].
Definition 2.3. A set of PDE is called:
1. ‘Hyperbolic’ provided that all roots of the characteristic polynomial are real.
2. ‘Elliptic’ if the set {(~x, ξi) : det |σ(~x, ξi)| = 0} is empty.
There are several notions of both hyperbolicity and ellipticity present within the
literature. To explore these, we restrict ourselves to second order systems.
A(0,0)∂2t u+B








where the coefficients A(α,β) and Bα are n×n matrices, u = u(t, ~x) is an n-dimensional
vector of unknowns, and s(u) is a source term that may depend on u but not its
derivatives. This is a system of first order evolution equations if A(α,β) = 0.
The concept of hyperbolicity plays a fundamental role in General Relativity. To
help develop a more intuitive understanding of hyperbolicity we consider a special
case of hyperbolic PDE.
Special case. Suppose that A(α,β) is positive definite. Then the operator A(0,0)∂2t−L
is ‘hyperbolic’ if there exists a positive constant ν ∈ R+ such that,
A(i,j)ξiξj ≥ νδijξiξj, (2.5)
where δij is the n-dimensional Euclidean metric and ξi ∈ Rn.
From a heuristic perspective, hyperbolic equations can be thought of as admitting
wave-like solutions [10].
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Example 1. The wave-equation1,
∂2t u(t, ~x)− c(t)2δab∂a∂bu(t, ~x) = 0, (2.6)
is hyperbolic where c(t)2 is a positive, real-valued function with t ∈ I where I is the
interval of interest. We will require that c(t)2 is bounded away from zero for all t ∈ I.




which proves the claim.
This example lends support to the heuristic interpretation. A particularly impor-
tant property of hyperbolic equations is that they are well-posed from the perspective
of the IVP.







Bi∂xiu = s(u), (2.7)
is called ‘symmetric hyperbolic’ if
1. B0 is positive definite and each Bi is symmetric,
2. or there exists a matrix H such that HB0 is positive definite and each HBi is
symmetric. In this case, H is called a ‘symmetrizer’.
In each of the above definitions we see that the PDE types are (partially2) classified
by the relationship between the t and xi variables. This trend continues into the
notion of ellipticity.
Definition 2.5. Suppose the matrices A(0,0) = B0 = 0 and each A(a,b) are negative
definite. Then the operator L is called ‘uniformly elliptic’ if there exists a positive
constant ν ∈ R such that,
n∑
α,β=0
A(α,β)ξαξβ ≥ νδαβξαξβ. (2.8)
1For the standard wave equation we typically have c(t)2 = constant. This has been generalised
to a function, as it will be more relevant in the coming sections.
2The geometry of the problem will also have an effect on the relationship between the t and xi
coordinates.
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Intuitively, one may view elliptic equations as giving rise to solutions with exponential-
like behaviour. It follows that the Laplace equation is an example of an elliptic system.
Example 2. The two-dimensional Laplace equation,
∂2t u = −∂2xu, (2.9)
is not a well-posed IVP [11].
To demonstrate this we define,
u(1) = ∂tu, u
(2) = ∂xu, (2.10)
and consider their time derivatives.
∂tu
(1) = ∂2t u = −∂2xu = ∂xu(2),
∂tu
(2) = ∂t∂xu = ∂x∂tu = ∂xu
(1). (2.11)
Choosing the Fourier mode u = u0e
k(t+ix) as our initial datum gives,
u(1) = u0ke
k(t+ix), u(2) = u0kie
k(t+ix). (2.12)
Here we see that the solution will grow with a rate dependent on the exact value of
k and hence will possess a strong dependence on the initial data.
The above example suggest that elliptic systems may not be well-posed with re-
spect to the IVP. Indeed this is the case. To further justify this we express u as an

















If we were to solve these equations numerically, then we would not be able to calculate




















where L = constant is the band-limit (i.e. the largest k value considered). We assume
that the first sum in each of the above equations approximates the overall solution,
and interpret the second summation as the error in our approximation. For this to
be a reasonable estimate of the solution we would expect that the error goes to zero
as the band-limit goes to infinity. However, this will not be the case here as the
error term is unbounded. This helps demonstrate that elliptic PDE do not have a
well-posed IVP. For a more in depth discussion on error we refer the interested reader
to [16].
The concept of ellipticity allows us to define the parabolic PDE.
Definition 2.6. The equation,
∂tu = L[u], (2.17)
is ‘uniformly parabolic’ if the operator L is uniformly elliptic [10].
The typical example of a parabolic PDE is the heat equation ∂tu = ∂
2
xu. One
immediately sees that it is of the form given in the above definition. It follows that
we may think of as such equations as giving rise to diffusive solutions. Parabolic
PDEs are well-posed with respect to the IVP only in the direction of increasing3 t.
Under the transformation t 7→ −t the equations are no longer well-posed.
2.2 Spin-weighted-spherical-harmonics (SWSH)
SWSH provide a tool for solving a PDE on the 2-sphere by allowing one to write the
original system as a set of ODE. We will only give a brief summary of the theory
as many of the precise details go beyond the scope of this thesis. The discussion we
present will be based on [12,15].
To begin with we consider a unit sphere embedded into a three-dimensional vector
space equipped with the standard Euclidean norm. For each point p on the sphere,
one may define the unit normal nj and construct an orthonormal frame (nj, aj, bj)4,
where its orientation can be fixed by imposing the right-hand rule [15]. Using this














3Here we have assumed that t ∈ [t0, tf ] with tf > t0. If t0 > tf then the word ‘increasing ’ should
be replaced with ‘decreasing ’.
4As a consequence of the no hair theorem we note that such a frame cannot be smoothly con-
structed at all points on the 2-sphere. However, we will not discuss this problem further as it will
not cause us any issues. For more details, we refer the reader to [15].
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Even though the orientation of the frame has been fixed, the exact choice of aj and bj
is not uniquely determined. In fact, a frame (nj, m̃j, ˜̄mj) can be related to the frame
(nj,mj, m̄j) by a rotation through an angle ρ, i.e.
(m̃j, ˜̄mj) = (eiρmj, e−iρm̄j). (2.19)
Suppose that a frame (mj, m̄j) has been picked and we let the corresponding dual
frame be represented as (wk, w̄k). Since the duality relation must be satisfied, we will
have the transformation rule
(w̃k, ˜̄wk) = (e
−iρwk, e
iρw̄k). (2.20)
Consider an arbitrary smooth tensor field T of type (g + h, p + q), defined on the
unit sphere with g, h, p, q ≥ 0. Then the components of the tensor may be written as
functions of the form [12],
T̃ a1,..,ag ,b1,..,bhc1,..,cp,d1,..,dq := T (w̃a1 , .., w̃ag , ˜̄wb1 , .., ˜̄wbh , m̃
c1 , .., m̃cp , ˜̄md1 , .., ˜̄mdq). (2.21)
Making use of the transformation rules of Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20) we are able express
the tensor in terms of (mj, m̄j) and (wk, w̄k)
T̃ a1,..,ag ,b1,..,bhc1,..,cp,d1,..,dq = e
i(h+p−q−g)ρT (w̃a1 , .., w̃ag , ˜̄wb1 , .., ˜̄wbh , m̃
c1 , .., m̃cp , ˜̄md1 , .., ˜̄mdq)
= ei(−g+h+p−q)ρT a1,...,ag ,b1,...,bhc1,...,cp,d1,...,dq . (2.22)
This allows one to see that for an arbitrary tensor field as given above the spin-weight
s of the tensor components is s = −h+ g + p− q.
Hitherto the vectors (aj, bj) have been arbitrary. However, we will proceed by
fixing the initial basis in polar coordinates with the standard restriction θ ∈ (0, π)
and φ ∈ (0, 2π). Then aj = ∂θj and bj = csc(θ)∂φj.
Consider now the space of square integrable functions5 on the 2-sphere with inner
product,




where ḡ is the complex conjugate of g, for all f, g ∈ S2. The SWSH, sY l,m(θ, φ), can
be thought of as the generalisation of the standard spherical harmonics, Y l,m(θ, φ)
and form a complete orthonormal basis for all square integrable functions on the 2-
sphere with spin-weight s. From the orthogonality and completeness of the SWSH,
it follows that ∫
S2
sY l1,m1(θ, φ) sȲ l2,m2(θ, φ) sin(θ)dθdφ = δl1l2δm1m2 . (2.24)
5For s = 0 these are the standard square integrable functions defined on the 2-sphere (i.e.
f, g ∈ L2(S2)). For s 6= 0 we refer the reader to [12] for a more precise definition.
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Furthermore, any square-integrable function with spin-weight s defined on the 2-






fl,m sY l,m(θ, φ), (2.25)
where fl,m are the complex coefficients associated with sf . In particular, these coef-
ficients do not (by definition) possess a dependence on θ or φ. Each spin-weighted
function with spin s can be related to a s+ 1 (or s− 1) function via the application
of the eth operators
ð(.) : sf → s+1f, sf 7→ ð(sf) =
√
2ma∂a sf − sfs cot(θ),
ð̄(.) : sf → s−1f, sf 7→ ð̄(sf) =
√
2m̄a∂a sf + sfs cot(θ).
(2.26)
(2.27)
Furthermore, any of the SWSH can be obtained through the use of these operators
ð(.) : sY l,m(θ, φ)→ s+1Y l,m(θ, φ),
sY l,m(θ, φ) 7→ ð(sY l,m(θ, φ)) = −
√
(l − s)(l + s+ 1) s+1Y l,m(θ, φ), (2.28)
ð̄(.) : sY l,m(θ, φ)→ s−1Y l,m(θ, φ),
sY l,m(θ, φ) 7→ ð(sY l,m(θ, φ)) =
√
(l + s)(l − s+ 1) s−1Y l,m(θ, φ). (2.29)
Application of the eth operators onto the SWSH has the effect of raising and lowering
the spin-weight. Thus, one may view the eth operators as ‘ladder operators’ for the
SWSH. Moreover, it should be noted that for s = 0 the standard spherical harmonics
are returned.
To demonstrate the power of this formalism we consider an example.








for an unknown scalar function u = u(r, θ, φ). The goal here is to express this equation









(ma − m̄a) sin(θ), (2.31)
6Once again the wave equation we present here differs from its standard form. Not only is c(r)
non-constant, we also have r playing the role of the time coordinate. The reason for this will become
clear in the following sections.
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a + m̄a)∂au+ i csc(θ)∂φ(m















In order to express this equation in terms of the eth operators we must make the










































(∂2rul,m − c2(r)l(l + 1)ul,m) 0Y l,m(θ, φ). (2.37)
It follows from the orthogonality of the SWSH that there can be no cancellation and
hence we have that for each l = 0, ...,∞ and m = −l, ..., l,
∂2rul,m − c2(r)l(l + 1)ul,m = 0. (2.38)
Thus, use of the SWSH has allowed us to express this PDE as a system of ODE.
Moreover, to develop an understanding of the r-behaviour of the equation, it is enough
to study the behaviour of the coefficients.










r (ul,m) 0Y l,m(θ, φ)
is not true. However, under the assumption that u is sufficiently smooth the equation will hold.
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To the best of the author’s knowledge the numerical treatment of SWSH was
first developed in [17]. Here spin-weighted quantities are written as a band-limited







fl,m sY l,m(θ, φ). (2.39)
It is assumed that the function in question may be completely decomposed into a
finite linear combination of basis functions. If the function sf is to be smooth, then
we require that the coefficients decay exponentially. i.e.
fl,m ∼ αe−|κ|l, (2.40)
where α, κ ∈ R are constants. Our initial data should, in principle, have infinitely
many modes, this is the set of all smooth functions. However, the restriction to
finitely many modes must be made for the numerical implementation.
2.3 Linearisation
Linearisation is a process that approximates small changes in a neighbourhood of a
known solution to some equation [13]. This is done by adding a linear perturbation
to a known solution and examining the behaviour in the neighbourhood of the so-
lution [13]. Such techniques can be employed to study the stability of a solution by
examining the long-term behaviour after such a perturbation.
Definition 2.7. A solution u is said to be ‘asymptotically stable’ if the perturbations
behave in a controlled manner.
The above is a working definition. A requirement on the decay rate must also be
imposed. The exact rate of decay changes depending on the geometry of the system.
This will be discussed more explicitly in Section 8. For now, we will outline the
process of linearisation.
Suppose one has a known exact solution to an equation that takes the following
form,
F (g0) = 0. (2.41)
Then, perturbations of g0 can be written in the form of a family of one-parameter
(or multi-parameter) exact solutions g = g(λ) where λ measures the size of the
perturbation from the initial solution [13]. Then,
F (g(λ)) = 0. (2.42)
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The statement that λ measures the size of the perturbation from the initial solution
means that firstly, g depends differentiably on λ near λ = 0; and secondly, that
g(0) = g0. Although it would be ideal to find an explicit formula for g(λ) as a
solution of Eq. (2.42) it may in general, be impossible [13]. However, Eq. (2.42) can
still be used to find a linear approximation of small perturbations. This can be done











Here DF (g(λ)) is meant as the Jacobian of F . Eq. (2.43) is a linear equation of the
form,








is the unknown of Eq. (2.44) and L is a linear operator [13]. Then, Eq. (2.44) may
be easier to solve than Eq. (2.42). Applying Taylor’s Theorem, g(λ) can be expressed
as
g(λ) = g0 + uλ+O(λ2), (2.46)
and hence, linear perturbations can be expressed as
g(λ) ≈ g0 + uλ, (2.47)
for sufficiently small λ8. However, it should be said that it can be very challenging
to estimate the error involved in using this approximation. Furthermore, while the
existence of a family of solutions to Eq. (2.42) implies the existence of a solution to
Eq. (2.44), the converse statement is not true [13].
Eq (2.44) is the linearisation of Eq. (2.42) with background solution g0. Through
the use of Eq. (2.47), we interpret the function u as a linear perturbation of g0.
8The statement ’for sufficiently small λ...’ means that λ should be chosen such that the term λu
is much smaller than g0. Under the scaling u 7→ αu for α ∈ R we will require that λαu is much
smaller than g0.
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3 The geometry of the (n + 1)-decomposition
3.1 Hypersurfaces
We begin by considering an (n + 1)-dimensional manifold M equipped with a Lo-
rentzian metric gαβ (i.e. metrics that have signature (−1, 1, ..., 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
n times
)).
Definition 3.1. A submanifold of M is the embedding of an m-dimensional manifold,
Σ̃, into M . An embedding Φ is a diffeomorphism9 [19].
Φ : Σ̃→ Φ(Σ̃) := Σ(i) ⊂M. (3.1)
If (n+ 1)−m = 1 the submanifold is referred to as a hypersurface.
The diffeomorphic quality of Φ ensures that Σ(i) is not self-intersecting. The
manifold M acts as an ambient space of Σ(i) [20].
Example 4. Consider the manifold R3. An embedding, using the standard Carte-
sian coordinates, is
Φ : R3 → R4, (x, y, z) 7→ (0, x, y, z) (3.2)
[21].
Depending on its orientation within the space-time, a hypersurface may be space-
like, time-like, or null. The treatment of null hypersurfaces is rather different from
that of the space-like and time-like hypersurfaces and as such will not be discussed
here.
The causal character of the orthogonal covector field nσ ∈ T ?pΣ⊥(i) can be used
to identify the structure of the hypersurfaces. If ε := nσn
σ is positive then, nσ is
space-like and Σ(i) is time-like. Similarly if ε is negative, then nσ is time-like and Σ(i)
is space-like.
Given the unit normal nσ we can define the projection operator,
γαβ := g
α
β − εnαnβ, (3.3)





βgσι = gαβ − εnαnβ. (3.4)
Restricting to intrinsic coordinates, we can consider the signature of γab. If the
metric is positive definite, then Σ(i) is space-like. Similarly if it is Lorentzian, then
the hypersurface is time-like.
For the covariant derivative, we have the following.
9For a more detailed discussion on diffeomorphisms and embeddings see [18].
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Theorem 3.1. Let (n+1)∇α and (n)∇α be the covariant derivatives associated with
gαβ and γαβ respectively. Then for uα ∈ T ?pΣ(i) we have
(n)∇αuβ = γσαγδβ (n+1)∇σuδ. (3.5)
Proof. [20].
In the full (n + 1)-dimensional space-time quantities such as curvature can only
be defined intrinsically. This stems from the lack of an ambient space. For the
n-dimensional hypersurface, on the other hand, the space-time acts as the ambient
space, which allows us to define the ‘extrinsic curvature’ as a measure how Σ(i) bends
inside of M ,
Kαβ := −γσαγδβ (n+1)∇σnδ = −γσα (n+1)∇σnβ. (3.6)
Mathematicians commonly refer to this curvature as the second fundamental form.
Since this is projected fully onto the hypersurface it follows that Kαβ is a purely
spatial quantity.
Proposition 3.1. Kαβ is a symmetric tensor [11].
Proof. Let ξβ be a unit covector field tangent to a congruence of time-like geodesics
such that uβξβ = 0 for all u
β ∈ TpΣ(i). Then we consider a separate foliation Σ̃ :=
{ΣT̃ | T̃ = constant} with ξβ :=
(n+1)∇βT̃ . Since the components ξβ are the gradient
of a scalar it follows that (n+1)∇βξδ = (n+1)∇δξβ. Furthermore, since ξβ is a unit
vector that satisfies the geodesic equation, it follows that (n+1)∇βξδ ∈ TpΣ(i)×TpΣ(i).
ξβ will coincide with nβ in Σ(i) but not necessarily outside of it. Thus the derivatives
of ξβ and nβ in the directions tangential to Σ(i) will be equal. i.e.
γσα
(n+1)∇σnβ =γσα (n+1)∇σξβ = (n+1)∇αξβ = (n+1)∇βξα = γσβ (n+1)∇σξα
=γσβ
(n+1)∇σnα. (3.7)
This proves the claim.
The eigenvalues of the second fundamental form are the principal curvatures of
the hypersurface.
The induced acceleration is,
aα := n
σ (n+1)∇σnα, (3.8)
and is related to the extrinsic curvature by [22],
Kαβ = −γσα (n+1)∇σnβ = −(gσα − εnσnα) (n+1)∇σnβ = − (n+1)∇αnβ + εnαaβ. (3.9)
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Figure 1: A visual representation of the extrinsic curvature in a space-time. The
dashed arrow represents the parallel transport of normal vector, nσ, at p along some
geodesic that connects p to p′. The difference between this transported vector and
the exact normal vector nα at p′ is the result of the bending of Σ(i) in the space-time
(M, gαβ). The projection of this difference directly measures the amount by which
Σ(i) bends.
3.2 Foliating space-time with Cauchy surfaces
Definition 3.2. A Cauchy surface is a space-like hypersurface Σ(i) embedded into a
manifold M such that any inextendable time-like or null curve intersects Σ(i) exactly
once.
Not all space-times admit such a surface; the interior solution of a Kerr black
hole is one example. If a Cauchy surface can be defined, the space-time is said to be
‘globally hyperbolic’ [21]. We will restrict ourselves to such a space-time.
Definition 3.3. For a given function T = T (xα), a foliation is a set of Cauchy
surfaces Σ := {Σ(i) |T = constant} such that for all p ∈ M , there exists a unique
Σ(i) ∈ Σ with p ∈ Σ(i). The function T is called the ‘time-function’, and its level sets
define the foliation. Each Σ(i) ∈ Σ is called a ‘leaf ’ or a ‘slice’ of the foliation.
Since all points of M must also be contained within Σ, we see that M = ∪
i∈R
Σ(i).
Further, for any pair Σ(i),Σ(j) ∈ Σ with i 6= j, we have Σ(i) ∩ Σ(j) = ∅. The time-
function gives the interpretation that each hypersurface is a level surface of M , which
is to say that for p ∈M and Σ(i) ∈ Σ, we have p ∈ Σ(i) if and only if T (p)−constant =
0 and dT (p) 6= 0.
The gradient of the time-function can be used to calculate normal co-vector field
nβ = ±α (n+1)∇βT, (3.10)
where α is the lapse function which we introduce as a normalisation factor of nα. The
± is chosen to ensure nα is future-pointing.
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We now seek coordinates that are adapted to the foliation. Fix a well-defined
(local) coordinate system {xa}a∈[1,n] on each Σ(i) ∈ Σ. In general, on each surface,
the coordinates will not be the same10. However, if we assume that they vary smoothly
between each hypersurface, then we may define a coordinate system on the full space-












α is tangent to lines of constant spatial coordinates and as such will have
a component in the direction of nβ. The amount of proper-time elapsed between each
leaf is the lapse function α and can be calculated as
± 1
α2
= gσδ (n+1)∇σT (n+1)∇δT, (3.12)
where the sign is chosen to ensure that α is real-valued. It can be related to the
acceleration via the equation























= − (n)∇βα. (3.13)
The shift vector is defined as the difference between αnβ and ∂βT
∂t





σβδ − α2. (3.15)
Thus if gσδβ
σβδ is less than, equal to, or greater than α2, then ∂t
σ will be time-like,
null, or space-like, respectively. Despite not always being time-like, ∂t
σ is called the
‘time-vector’ [21]. A visualisation of the time-vector is given in Fig. 2.
10i.e. The coordinates will not flow in the direction of the norm nα.
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Figure 2: A visual representation of the time-vector ∂t
α. The line of xα = constant
intersects each slice of the foliation exactly once and can be used to define the time-
vector ∂t
α. This line can be further used to define the shift vector associated with
the coordinate system, {xi}i∈[1,n], on each of the hypersurface, Σ(i) ∈ Σ.
3.3 The (n+ 1)-decomposition of the Riemann tensor
The n-dimensional Riemann tensor associated with γab is given by the following Ricci
identity
2 (n)∇[α (n)∇β]vσ = (n)Rδσβαvδ, (3.16)
where vδ is any purely spatial vector.
The aim of this section is to find relations between the (n+1)-dimensional Riemann
tensor and the hypersurface quantities that have been introduced above.
The four-dimensional Riemann tensor can be expressed in terms of 3 + 1 quanti-
ties by considering the varying projections onto the hypersurface and in the normal
direction. The derivation presented here is based on [21,22]
3.3.1 The Gauss, Codazzi, and Ricci equations
For this, instead of directly considering the full projection, we will first consider the
Ricci identity given in Eq. (3.16). This we will be done by considering the spatial
derivative of a purely spatial vector V σ,
(n)∇βV σ = γρβγσλ∇ρV λ = γρβ(δσλ − εnσnλ) (n+1)∇ρV λ
= γρβ
(n+1)∇ρV σ + εγρβnσV λ (n+1)∇ρnλ
= γρβ
(n+1)∇ρV σ − εnσV νKβν . (3.17)
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We now consider the second spatial derivative of a purely spatial vector V σ,










(n+1)∇ψ (n+1)∇ρV σ + ε(V λKβλKασ + nρKαβ (n+1)∇ρV σ).
(3.18)








(n+1)∇[ψ (n+1)∇ρ]V π + 2εK[α σKβ]λV λ (3.19)
where we have used that K[αβ] = 0. Then, one may use the definition of the (n+ 1)-
dimensional intrinsic curvature to finally get
(n)Rνσβα − ε(KασKνβ −KβσKνα) = γψαγρβγπσγνδ(n+1)Rδπρψ. (3.20)
This is the so-called Gauss equation, which relates the full spatial projection of the
four-dimensional Riemann tensor to the intrinsic curvature defined on the hypersur-
faces.
We now consider the spatial projection of three of the indices and one index
























σ(− (n+1)∇ρKξπ + (n+1)∇ξKρπ), (3.21)







(n)∇βKασ − (n)∇αKβσ. (3.22)
This is the so-called Codazzi equation.
Next, project (n+1)Rαβσ
δ twice in the normal direction, on non-consecutive indices,





















δ = −KιαKαη + nα (n+1)∇αKιη − εα−1 (n)∇η (n)∇ια. (3.24)
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At this point, it is convenient to consider the projection of the Lie derivative of the
extrinsic curvature (a review of the Lie derivative is summarised in Appendix A).
LnKηι = γαηγβιLnKαβ = γαηγβιnσ (n+1)∇σKαβ − 2KσιKση. (3.25)
This result can then be used to rewrite Eq. (3.24) as
nαγβηn
σγδι
(n+1)Rαβσδ = LnKιη +KιαKαη − εα−1 (n)∇η (n)∇ια. (3.26)
which is the Ricci equation.
There are two other projections that we wish to consider. The first is the full
projection of the space-time intrinsic curvature along the direction of the normal.
Both of these projections are identically zero. For completeness this is shown in the
following calculations. First, we make use of the Ricci identity,
nνnσnρnµ
(n+1)Rµνρσ = n
νnσnρ((n+1)∇σ (n+1)∇ρ − (n+1)∇ρ (n+1)∇σ)nν . (3.27)
Before continuing with calculation, consider the following
nν (n+1)∇σnν = 0 =⇒ (n+1)∇ρ(nν (n+1)∇σnν)
= nν (n+1)∇ρ (n+1)∇σnν + (n+1)∇ρnν (n+1)∇σnν = 0, (3.28)
and thus we have
nνnσnρnµ
(n+1)Rµνρσ = n
σnρnν((n+1)∇σ (n+1)∇ρ − (n+1)∇ρ (n+1)∇σ)nν
= nσnρ
(








ρ(nψ((n+1)∇ξ (n+1)∇ρ − (n+1)∇ρ (n+1)∇ξ)nψ) = 0.
(3.30)
Together the Gauss, Codazzi, and Ricci equations provide all the information
needed to perform a (3 + 1)-decomposition of Einstein’s equations. However, it will
first be convenient to consider contracted versions of these equations.










(n)Rσα + ε (KσαK −KνσKνα) . (3.31)
Further contraction gives






This is the scalar Gauss relation, which is the generalisation of his famed Theorem
Egregium [21].
Returning to the Codazzi equation, we consider its contraction
nψ (n+1)Rβψ =
(n+1)∇βK − (n+1)∇σKσβ. (3.33)
This is the contracted Codazzi relation.
Finally, we consider the Ricci equation. However, this time we will not take a





(n)Rσα + ε (KσαK −KνσKνα)− γψαγπσ (n+1)Rψπ. (3.34)





(n)Rηι + εKKηι − LnKιη − (1− ε)KιδKδη + εα−1 (n)∇ι (n)∇ηα.
(3.35)








where εψαπσ is the Levi-Civita symbol, Eβδ is called the ‘electric part’ and Hαβ the
‘magnetic part’ of the Weyl tensor. Both of these tensors are purely intrinsic to Σ(i),
a fact that follows from Eqs. (3.29) and (3.30). If the Einstein vacuum equations are
satisfied, then Eq. (3.31) allows us to write the electric part of the Weyl tensor as
Eαβ = − (3)Rαβ + ε (KνσKνα −KσαK) . (3.37)
This equation gives us a relationship between the extrinsic geometry of the hypersur-
face and the intrinsic geometry of the space-time it is embedded in. For example, if
Eαβ 6= 0, then the triple (Σ(i), γab, Kab) cannot be embedded into Minkowski space-
time.
For the remainder of this thesis we will restrict ourselves to n+ 1 = 4.
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4 The Einstein constraint equations
4.1 Derivation
Armed with an understanding of hypersurfaces, we turn our attention to the Einstein
equations. In particular we will use the contracted Gauss, Codazzi, and Ricci relations
to derive an evolutionary formulation of the equations.
In a four-dimensional space-time, the Einstein field equations take the form
Gαβ := (4)Rab −
1
2
(4)Rgαβ − Λgab = 8πTαβ, (4.1)
where Tαβ is the energy-momentum tensor, Gαβ is the Einstein tensor, Λ is the cos-
mological constant, (4)Rαβ and
(4)R are the Ricci tensor and scalar associated with
the space-time metric gαβ, respectively. This gives a relationship between the mat-
ter content of the universe, given by the energy-momentum tensor, and part of its
curvature, given by the Einstein tensor.
To express these equations as an IVP, we begin by foliating the space-time with a
set of space-like Cauchy surfaces Σ := {ΣT | T (xα) = constant}, which allows for the
construction of a normal vector field nα on each Σ(i) ∈ Σ such that nαnα = −1. Then,
we decompose the metric and energy momentum tensor in the standard way [21]
gαβ = γαβ − nαnβ, (4.2)
Tαβ = Enαnβ + 2n(α jβ) + Sαβ, (4.3)




βTσδ, jα = −γσαnβTσβ, E = nαnβTαβ and γαβ is the induced
metric on Σ(i). This decomposition can only make sense if jα, Sαβ are purely spatial
quantities, and hence we will also have the following orthogonality properties
Sαβn
α = γαβn
α = 0, jαn
α = 0. (4.4)




Hnαnβ + 2n(αMβ) + Eαβ, (4.5)
where Eαβ = γσαγδβGσδ, Mα = −γσαNβGσβ, and H = 2nαnβGαβ. Each of these
quantities must satisfy orthogonality relations similar to the ones given above
Eαβnα = 0, Mαnα = 0. (4.6)
In particular this allows one to write,
H = 16πE, Mα = 8πjα, Eαβ = 8πSαβ. (4.7)
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To obtain explicit formulas we consider the various projections of Gαβ, beginning with
the fully normal projection
H = 2(4)Rαβnαnβ − (4)Rgαβnαnβ + 2Λ
= (3)R +
(
K2 −KαβKαβ − 2Λ
)
(4.8)
where the contracted Gauss equation has been used with ε = −1. We now make use
of the Codazzi equation in the mixed projection of Gαβ.









= (3)∇αK − (3)∇σKασ, (4.9)
where (3)∇ is the covariant derivative associated with γαβ. Before considering the
fully spatial projection, we will calculate the trace of Einstein’s equations
Gαα =
(4)R + 4Λ = 8π(E − S), (4.10)
where S = Sαα. Then,
Eαβ = γσαγδβ (4)Rσδ − 4π(E − S)γαβ + Λγαβ
= (3)R +KKαβ − 2KασKσβ −
1
α
(3)∇α (3)∇βα− LnKαβ + Λγαβ − 4π(E − S)γαβ
⇔ (3)R +KKαβ − 2KασKσβ −
1
α









This concludes the (3 + 1)-decomposition of the Einstein field equations. However,
this does not constitute the full evolutionary system as an evolution equation for the








⇔ L∂tγαβ = Lβγαβ − 2αKαβ. (4.12)
This allows us to write Einstein’s field equations as the following PDE system [21].
16πE = (3)R−
(





L∂tγαβ = Lβγαβ − 2αKαβ
(3)Rαβ +KKαβ − 2KασKσβ −
1
α














Eqs. (4.13) and (4.14) form what is known as the constraint equations. There is
no normal derivative present within these equations and hence they may be solved
independently of Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16) (known as the evolution equations). The
constraints may be thought of as the condition that the triple (Σ(i), γab, Kab) must
satisfy if it is to be embedded into a space-time with solution (M, gαβ) [22,24]. Given
one such triple, the evolution equations describe how the field data change between
each leaf of the foliation.
Notice that there are no evolution equations for the lapse function and shift vector,
a consequence of which is that we may interpret these quantities as gauge freedoms
[11, 25].
For the remainder of this work we will restrict ourselves to Λ = 0.
4.2 The ADM equations
With the goal of simplifying the above PDE system, we introduce a coordinate basis
that is adapted to the foliation. For this we use that
∂t
δ=̇(1, 0, 0, 0). (4.17)
Since (4)∇δT is constant along the xδ = constant lines the contraction ∂xiδ (4)∇δT
must vanish. This implies that the spatial components of the normal co-vector field nδ
must be identically zero, i.e. na = 0. Coupled with the fact that the time-component




(1,−βa), nδ = −α(1, 0, 0, 0), (4.18)
and a simple calculation allows one to check that nδnδ = −1.
In this coordinate system, we have γab = gab. More specifically, components of the
3-metric induced on the hypersurface Σ(i) are simply the spatial components of the
full space-time metric. In matrix form,
gδσ =
(






−α−2βb γab − α−2βaβb
)
, (4.19)
with the associated line element
ds2 = gδσdx
δdxσ = (−α2dt2 + βaβa) + 2βadxadt+ γabdxadxb
= −α2dt2 + γab(dxa + βadt)(dxb + βbdt), (4.20)
where we have introduced the label t = x0.
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(3)R +KKδσ − 2KδψKψσ
)
+ 4πα ((S − E) γδσ − 2Sδσ)
(4.21)
(4.22)
Together with the constraint equations, Eqs. (4.21) and (4.22) form the ADM equa-
tions.
To explore the properties of these equations, we note that the lapse function
and shift vector are gauge functions and as such they may be specified freely. For
simplicity, we may pick the following11:
α = 1, βδ = 0. (4.23)
In this setting, the world-lines of all Eulerian observers become geodesics. Owing to
this, picking the lapse and shift in this way is known as geodesic slicing [25]. Further,
we only consider the equations in a source-free region. Since the matter content is a
freedom of the equations any results will also hold for regions with a non-vanishing
energy-momentum tensor. Inserting these choices into the ADM equations gives
(3)∇dKda − (3)∇aK = 0, (4.24)
(3)R +K2 −KabKab = 0, (4.25)
∂
∂t





(3)Rab +KKab − 2KadKdb
)
= 0. (4.27)
Since all quantities present are well defined on each Σ(i) ∈ Σ, we have made the






























































11It should be emphasized that this choice has only been made for illustrative purposes and, in
general, we will not be fixing the lapse and shift in this way.
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We now have a set of ten equations for six unknowns, namely the components of
(γab, Kab), and hence the system appears over-determined.
4.3 Well-posedness
Even though the (3 + 1)-system appears to be over-determined this is not the case,
a fact which was first demonstrated by Choquet Bruhat in [2]. The details of the
proof are more technical than we wish to discuss here. We will nevertheless present
an outline of the argument which is based on [26,27].
We do not consider the ADM equations directly but instead note that they are














2∂(α gσ)β − ∂βgασ
)
, Γβ = g
ασΓαβσ. (4.32)
It should be emphasized that this argument need not be restricted to a source-free
region, this is a choice we have made to simplify the discussion. To gain an understan-






This is a quasi-linear system and standard results tell us that it forms a well-posed
system provided that a coordinate system can be introduced such that (4)∇(αΓβ) = 0
[26, 27]. It what follows, we aim to find such a coordinate system. To do this, we
consider the abridged PDE
(4)
R̂αβ =
(4)Rαβ − (4)∇(αΓβ) + (4)∇(αFβ), (4.34)
where Fν is a gauge source function chosen such that Dν := Fν−Γν = 0 initially. If the
function depends at most on the metric but not its derivatives, then this augmented
system is well-posed. Suppose such a solution is known. Then,




(4)∇σDσ = 0. (4.35)
Using the Bianchi identities allows the above to be re-expressed as
(4)∇ν (4)∇νDµ + (4)RνµDν = 0. (4.36)
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Clearly, Dν satisfies a homogeneous wave equation and hence if bothDν and its normal
derivatives vanish initially, then it will remain zero in the domain of dependence of
the hypersurface. This motivates us to choose an initial hypersurface Σ(i) such that
Fν = Γν . We then solve the auxiliary system on Σ(i). Here, the constraints must hold
and hence the normal-normal and normal-tangential derivatives of Dν must be zero.
Then Eq. (4.36) implies that Dν will remain zero. Thus, we have that a solution
of
(4)
R̂αβ = 0 implies a local solution of
(4)Rαβ = 0. Patching together several local
solutions gives a development.
From this we are able to conclude that, given an initial data set (Σ, γab, Kab) to
Eq. (4.31) we are able to set up a corresponding initial data set to Eq. (4.34) such
that Dµ and its derivatives vanish initially. By solving this abridged system, we are
able to construct a solution to Eq. (4.31), and hence to the ADM equations [27].
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5 The elliptic form of the constraints
5.1 Conformal transformations
Thus far we have found that the Einstein equations give rise to a well-posed IVP
provided that the constraint equations are satisfied on some initial space-like hyper-
surface Σ(i). The data set that satisfies the constraints consists of the first and second
fundamental forms of Σ(i). Together, the metric and extrinsic curvature give a total
of 12 unknowns but they only need to satisfy 4 equations. This means that if we are
to find a solution, we must first specify 8 of the components [24, 25]. Whilst there is
no physically distinguished or geometrically preferable way to choose the free data,
one of the most successful methods is to perform a conformal decomposition.
Definition 5.1. Two tensors T a1a2...anb1b2...bm and S
a1a2...an
b1b2...bm are said to be con-
formally related if the exists a positive function ψ and a constant k ∈ R such that
T a1a2...anb1b2...bm = ψ
kSa1a2...anb1b2...bm . (5.1)
We call ψ the ‘conformal factor12’.
Under the transformation
ψ 7→ ψn, k 7→ k − n, (5.2)
for n = constant, we see that the pair (k, ψ) is not uniquely determined, this is a
gauge freedom, once k has been chosen then the function ψ is fixed. In addition, ψ
should be bounded away from zero.
Before performing the transformations we express Kab in terms of its trace K and
trace-free Aab components. The full extrinsic curvature is reconstructed by the sum




We now suppose that the data (γab, Aab, K) is conformally related to the known fields
(γ̄ab, Āab, K̄) via the transformations
γab = ψ
kγ̄ab, A
ab = ψsĀab, K = ψwK̄, (5.4)
for known constants k, s, w ∈ R. We will call (γ̄ab, Āab, K̄) the ‘background data’.
These fields need not be related to one another. As was mentioned above, each of
12Conformal transformations are typically restricted to the metric and the quantities derived from
it. Nevertheless, we will use this definition as it is convenient for this section.
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the exponents are gauge freedoms. It is a priori unclear how to choose these. We will
pick them such that the resulting constraint equations take the simplest form.
We begin with γab. A metric multiplied by its inverse must return the identity; as
such γ̄ab will transform with power −k.
γab = ψ
kγ̄ab, γ
ab = ψ−kγ̄ab. (5.5)
The value of k will be fixed by considering the conformal transformation of the Ricci
scalar.



















(3)∇̄c lnψ + δac
(3)∇̄b lnψ − γ̄bcγ̄ad
(3)∇̄d lnψ), (5.6)
where it is understood that barred quantities are associated with γ̄ab. This formula
allows us to express
(3)∇̄a in terms of (3)∇a in the standard way:
(3)∇cT a1..anb1..bn =











(3)∇̄c lnψ + δac
(3)∇̄b lnψ − γ̄bcγ̄ad
(3)∇̄d lnψ). (5.8)
We are now in a position to find a formula relating the two Ricci tensors:
(3)Rab = ∂cΓ
c











ce − CcaeCebc. (5.9)


































From this we are able to calculate the corresponding Ricci scalar




















which allows us to write,













A desire to remove the lower order derivatives of ψ prompts the choice k = 4.
We now perform a conformal transformation of Aab:
Aab = ψsĀab, (5.15)













so this would suggest that the optimal choice is s = −10.
The last transformation we wish to consider involves K:
K = ψwK̄. (5.17)
This exponent is fixed by considering the full form of Kij as it appears in the mo-
mentum constraint
(3)∇bK




















Since we wish to remove lower order terms, we pick w = 0.
Thus, we express our unknowns as
γab = ψ
4γ̄ab, A
ab = ψ−10Āab, K = K̄. (5.19)
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The conformal transformation of the extrinsic curvature takes the form
Aab = ψ−10Āab, (5.20)




cd = ψ−2Āab. (5.22)
We are now in a position to perform a full conformal transformation13 of the
constraint equations. In order to make a choice on the value of w, the momentum
constraint has already been transformed. Then, with w = 0, the momentum con-







K̄ = 8πψ10pa. (5.23)
For the Hamiltonian constraint, we consider the following:
KabK


















This gives us the conformal constraints:
8
(3)∇̄2ψ − ψR̄− 2
3











5.2 (Multiple) Black hole solution
The formulation presented above is the ‘standard’ method that is used in most rela-
tivity works, and it is useful in demonstrating the power of this formulation of the
constraint equations, which we will now endeavour to solve on a spherically sym-
metric space-time. We will make use of the conformal method presented above,
basing our discussion on [11, 22]. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to considering
a time-symmetric hypersurface Σ, or a ‘moment of time symmetry ’, embedded into a
source-free space-time, i.e.
E = ji = 0. (5.27)
13Again, we emphasize that this is not a conformal transformation in the standard sense.
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A consequence of time symmetry is that all of the time derivatives of the metric must
be zero and the 4-dimensional line element must be invariant under time reversal, i.e.
t 7→ −t =⇒ ds2 7→ ds2. (5.28)
This invariance implies that the shift vector will also vanish, a fact that follows from
Eq. (4.20). Then, Eq. (4.15) implies that the extrinsic curvature must also vanish
on the hypersurface:
Kij = 0, K = 0. (5.29)
In this case the momentum constraint is trivially satisfied. The Hamiltonian con-







We make the choice of the background metric as being the Euclidean metric. In
such situations, the conformal metric is referred to as being conformally flat. At this
point, one could note that any spherically symmetric spatial metric is conformally
flat. Hence we can always assume conformal flatness without loss of generality [22].
This assumption of conformal flatness simplifies the equation in that the intrinsic
curvature must vanish, as must the Ricci scalar. Then the Hamiltonian constraint
simply becomes a Laplace equation:
(3)∇̄
2
ψ = 0. (5.31)
A spherically symmetric solution can be given as
ψ = C + M
2r
, (5.32)
where C and M are constants of integration. However, it can be shown that M , unlike
C, has physical meaning.
In order to fix the value of C we must pick a boundary condition. In this section,
we will require that the space-time is asymptotically flat.
Definition 5.2. An inital data set (Σ, γab, Kab) is called ‘asymptotically flat’ if
1. Σ is diffeomorphic to R3 and,

















This can translate into a requirement on ψ by making the association ρ = 4r,
which gives
ψ → 1 +O(r−1) as r →∞. (5.36)
Under this condition this solution reduces to











(dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2 sin2(θ)dφ2). (5.38)
One can then see that M is in fact the mass of the black hole. This is the ‘physical
meaning ’ mentioned previously.
One example of why it is beneficial to use this method in solving the constraint
equations is that it simplifies the task of finding solutions for an arbitrary number
of black holes. To see this, consider the solution found previously. A more general
solution to Eq. (5.31) can be given as the superposition of solutions, each of the form








where N is the number of black holes. Under the requirement that the space-time is
asymptotically flat, this becomes






where Mi is the mass of the i-th black hole and ri is the distance of the i-th black









(dr2 + r2dθ2 + r2 sin2(θ)dφ2). (5.41)
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6 An evolutionary formulation of the constraint
equations
The conformal method allows us to cast the constraints as a BVP, a benefit of which
is that it allows us control over the asymptotic geometry of the solution [24]. It is
not necessary, and possibly not physically advantageous, to formulate the constraints
in this way and one may instead choose to formulate them as an IVP. In [3–6] Rácz
introduces two such formulations: One that gives a set of two equations that form a
strongly-hyperbolic system, and another that produces two hyperbolic (when coupled)
equations and one parabolic equation.
6.1 Derivation
We start with a four-dimensional space-time equipped with a Lorentzian metric gαβ
and assume that this space-time can be foliated with a set of smooth Cauchy surfaces
Σ = {ΣT | T = constant}. The vacuum constraint equations must hold on some
initial hypersurface Σ(i) ∈ Σ with data (γab, Kab):
(3)R−KabKab +K2 = 0,
∇aKac −∇cK = 0,
(6.1)
(6.2)
where ∇a is the covariant derivative associated with the metric γab. We assume
that this initial hypersurface can be foliated by a set of topological 2-spheres S =
{Sρ | ρ = constant}. The corresponding unit normal to each of the leaves will be
denoted as Na such that NaNa = 1. This decomposition is in full analogy to the
(n+ 1)-decomposition presented in Section 3, with ε = 1 and n = 2. The metric and
extrinsic curvature can be decomposed into normal and tangential components in the
standard way:
γab = hab +NaNb, (6.3)
Kab = qab + 2p(aN b) + κNaNb, (6.4)




bKab, pa = h
c
aN
bKcb, κ = N
aN bKab and hab is the induced metric
on Sρ. As in Section 4, these decompositions are only unique (and hence ‘meaningful ’)
if we also have the following orthogonal properties
qabN
a = habN
a = 0, paN
a = 0, (6.5)
i.e. qab and pa are entirely intrinsic to Sρ.
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6.1.1 Momentum constraint
To decompose the constraint equations, we begin by decomposing the covariant deri-
vative. Fix a (0, 1) tensor ua over TpSρ:
∇aub = (hca +N cNa)(hdb +NdNb)∇cud
= Daub +NaN
chdb∇cud − hcaNbud∇cNd − udN cNaNb∇cNd
= Daub +NaDub +Nbudk
d
a − udNaNbvd, (6.6)




b∇cud is the (intrinsic) covariant derivative associated with the
leaf Sρ, va = N
d∇dNa is the acceleration on Sρ and kab = −hcahdb∇cNd = −hca∇cNb
is the extrinsic curvature of Sρ. Furthermore, it should be noted that the following








hcj bj∇eud1..di..dnc1..cj ..cm . (6.7)
We now fix (0, 2) tensor uab over TpSρ. Then,
∇aubc = (hea +N eNa)(hf b +N fNb)(hgc +N gNc)∇dufg










b∇eufg +N gNcN eNahf b∇eufg
= Daubc +NaDubc + ufck
f
aNb −NaNbufcvf + kgaubgNc − ubgNcNavg. (6.8)
The last decomposition we need is of the derivative of the co-normal:
∇aNb = (hca +N cNa)∇cNb = −kab +Navb. (6.9)
We now have all the tools we need to decompose the momentum constraint given
by Eq. (6.2). We will begin by considering the derivative of the extrinsic curvature
Kab:
∇aKbc = ∇aqbc + 2N(c∇|a|p b) + 2p(b∇|a|N c) +NbNc∇aκ+ 2κN(b∇|a|N c). (6.10)
We proceed to use Eq. (6.9) to replace the derivatives of the co-normal:
∇aKbc = ∇aqbc + 2N(b∇|a|p c) + pc(Navb − kab) + pb(Navc − kac) +NcNb∇aκ
+ κNb(Navc − kac) + κNc(Nbva − kba). (6.11)
Using Eq. (6.6) allows us rewrite the second term in Eq. (6.11).
Na∇apc = Dpc −Ncpdvd, (6.12)
Nc∇apa = Nc(Dapa − vepe). (6.13)
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We now use Eq. (6.8) to rewrite the first term in Eq. (6.11).
∇aqac = Daqac − qacva + kabqabNc. (6.14)
Raising the b index in Eq. (6.11) and contracting with the a index gives
∇aKab =(Daqac − qacva − pck + κvc +Dpc − pbkbc)
+Nc(k
abqab +Dκ− kκ− 2pdvd +Dapa), (6.15)
where k = kaa.
Next we consider the second term in the momentum constraint (Eq. (6.2)):
∇cK = ∇c(q + κ) = Dc(q + κ) +Nc(q + κ), (6.16)
where q = qaa.
It follows that we can split the momentum constraint into the following equations:
0 = Daq
a
c − qacva − pck + κvc +Dpc − pbkbc −Dc(q + κ), (6.17)
0 = −kabqab + kκ+ 2pdvd −Dapa +Dq. (6.18)
These equations form a PDE system for the variables14 q and pa. This can be made
explicit by decomposing qab into its trace and trace-free components:





a = 0. (6.19)




Dcq = Dcκ−DaQac +Qacva +
1
2
qvc + pck − κvc + pbkbc,
Dq −Dapa = kabQab +
1
2




There are two ways one may view the Hamiltonian constraint (Eq. (6.1)). It may be
treated as an algebraic equation for κ, or as a PDE for the lapse function A.
First we consider the algebraic approach. The Hamiltonian constraint, given by
Eq. (6.1), can be rewritten by making use of Eq. (6.4):
−(3)R +KabKab −K2 = −(3)R− q2 − 2κq + 2papa + qabqab = 0. (6.22)
14These may not be the only varribles as the Hamiltonian constraint may give rise to more unkno-
wns.
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Using Eq. (6.19) and solving for κ gives




























a = −DaQac +Qacva +
1
2





Dq −Dapa = kabQab +
1
2
qk − kκ− 2pdvd.
(6.25)
(6.26)
Upon examination, one may note that this forms a PDE system for the unknowns
(pA, q) with freely specifiable data (Qab, hab, va, kab,
(3)R), where the dependence on κ
can be removed algebraically through the use of Eq. (6.23).
Next, we consider the Hamiltonian as a PDE for the lapse function. For this, we
need the following relation
Na = A−1(ρa −Ba), (6.27)
where ρa15 is the ‘time vector ’ and Ba is the shift vector associated with the foliation
of Σ(i). Furthermore, we note that the intrinsic curvatures of Σ(i) and Sj ∈ S can be
related via the following formula
(3)R = (2)R− (k2 + kabkab + 2A−1DaDaA− 2LNk). (6.28)
Then, the Hamiltonian constraint becomes,





15In what follows we will use the notation ρa∇a = ∇ρ. Here, ρ should not be mistaken as a
space-time index.
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Substituting this into Eq. (6.29),



















For convenience, we introduce the following notation:

















Substituting this notation into Eq. (6.34) and multiplying by A−3,
2
?
k(∂ρA−BaDaA) + 2A2DaDaA = A3E + AF (6.37)
Noting that we can write
Dq = Na∂aq = A
−1(Dρq −BaDaq), (6.38)
Dpc = N
ahbc∇apb = A−1ρahbc∇apb −Bahbc∇apb = A−1(hbc∇ρpb −BaDapc), (6.39)
lets us write the system as



































One may now note that this forms a PDE system for the unknowns (pA, q, A) with
freely specifiable data (BA, Qab, hab, κ, vA,
?
k, (2)R). It should also be emphasized that
?
k is purely intrinsic to the spheres and hence is determined by the metric hab.
6.2 Form of the equations
6.2.1 Strongly hyperbolic
We first consider Eqs. (6.25) and (6.26). We aim to find the condition under which
these equations are hyperbolic. To do this, we must construct the principal symbol
of the equations. According to the discussion in Section 2.1, this can be done by per-
forming the following transformation (D,DC) → (ξ, ξC). Then the principal symbol











We now wish to show under which condition this matrix is not invertible. This is
equivalent to saying that there exists no v = (uA, u)


























A = 0. (6.45)
Upon examination of this equation, we see that since uA 6= 0 we must have uA = cξA


















A = 0. (6.46)







16Explicitly, we take the equation ξAuA = ξu and use it to replace u in the remaining equation.
Doing this leads us to make the assumption that ξ 6= 0.
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In order to have non-complex solutions, we must have
(pAξA)
2 − κqξAξA > 0. (6.48)
This equation always holds, in particular, it must hold when ξA and pA are perpen-
dicular i.e. ξAp
A = 0. Using ξAξ
A ≥ 0 gives,
κq < 0. (6.49)
It follows that if this inequality is satisfied then Eqs. (6.25) and (6.26) are hyperbolic
in the sense of Def. 1, for this reason we call Eq. (6.49) the ‘hyperbolicity condition’.





























































qk − kκ− 2pdvdhabΓeabpe
)
. (6.52)










































Since the system can be symmetrized it follows that the equations are symmetric
hyperbolic. We will refer to this system as the “strongly hyperbolic formulation”.
As we will see shortly, this approach offers increased control over the geometry
owing to the fact that the 3-metric is freely specifiable, which is not true for Eqs.
(6.40)-(6.42). However, the hyperbolicity condition depends on the unknowns them-
selves. As such, it is, in a general situation, unclear if the condition will remain
satisfied throughout the evolution.
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6.2.2 Parabolic-hyperbolic






3E + AF + 2
?
kBADAA. (6.55)
Note that if the inequality
?
k < 0 (6.56)
holds then Eq. (6.55) is reminiscent of a heat equation, with the term
?
kBADAA
serving as an advection term17.
We proceed to show that Eq. (6.55) is uniformly parabolic in the sense of Def. 2.6.
To do so, we note that we are dealing with a compact differentiable manifold with the
topology of a 2-sphere, and hence any pair of metrics that have been equipped onto
the manifold are conformally related via a conformal factor ψ [18]. i.e hAB = ψσAB.
This allows us to write
2A2hABξAξB = 2A
2ψ−1σABξAξB ≥ CσABξAξB, (6.57)
which holds if one picks C = min 2A2ψ−1, where the minimum should be taken over
the domain of interest. Thus if Eq. (6.56) holds then Eq. (6.41) is a uniformly
parabolic.
We now wish to show that Eqs. (6.40) and (6.42) form a hyperbolic system. This
will be done by considering their equivalent form, given by Eqs. (6.20) and (6.21).








It is clear here that the equations are symmetric hyperbolic18. Nevertheless, to il-
lustrate the differences between these equations (Eqs. (6.20) and (6.21)) and the
previous ones (Eqs. (6.25) and (6.26)), we will show this explicitly. As before, we
aim to demonstrate under which conditions the above matrix is not invertible. This
is equivalent to saying that there exists v = (uA, u)
















17The presence of such term means that Eq. (6.55) takes the form of a reaction diffusion equation,
see [10,30] for more details.
18This is because symmetric matrices always have real eigenvalues.
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so we may use ξCuC = ξu to get
2ξ2uC − ξCξAuA = 0. (6.60)
Upon examination of this equation we see that since uA 6= 0 we must uA = cξA for





ξC = 0⇒ 2ξ2 − ξAξA = 0. (6.61)






Thus, there are no complex eigenvalues and hence the equations are symmetric-
hyperbolic. The symmetry can be seen from Eq. (6.59).
Then, the PDE system found by solving the Hamiltonian constraint as a PDE for
the lapse function (Eqs. (6.40)-(6.42)) is parabolic-hyperbolic.
6.3 Linearisation of the evolutionary form of the constraint
equations
By following the process outlined in Section 2.3, we will write down the linearisation
of the two evolutionary formulations of the constraints, introduced above.
6.3.1 Linearisation: strongly hyperbolic
We begin by fixing our free data, {A,BA, hab, Qij, vA}, and supposing that there exists
a one-parameter family of solutions {pA(λ), q(λ)} that depend, differentably on an
affine parameter λ and satisfies the property {pA(0), q(0)} = {p̊A, q̊}, where {p̊A, q̊}
is a known solution of the equations. Then the solutions may be written as a formal
series






























. We now wish to find {δpA, δq} as a solu-












































As above, we once again fix our free data {
?
k,BA, hab, Qij, va}, and supposing that
there exists a one parameter family of solutions {pA(λ), q(λ), A(λ)} that depend,
differentably, on an affine parameter λ and satisfies the property {pA(0), q(0), A(0)} =
{p̊A, q̊, Å}, where {p̊A, q̊, Å} is a known solution of the equations. We then proceed
to expand the family of solutions as a formal series about λ = 0:






































}. To find {δpA, δq, δA} as a
solution to Eqs. (6.42), (6.40) and (6.41), this is done by solving the linear system(
∂ρδq −BIDIδq
)












2Å+ 2Å2D2δA = (3Å2E̊ + F )δA
+Å3
(



















For later use, it is convenient to take a known solution of the Einstein equations and
perform the (3 + 1)-and (2 + 1)-decompositions.
7.1 The (3 + 1)-decomposition
We will consider the Schwarzschild space-time in the standard polar coordinates













and perform a foliation by the set of Cauchy surfaces Σ := {ΣT |T (t, r) = t−H(r)},
for some known function H(r) 6= constant. We have chosen H(r) to only depend on r
as this will lead a spherically symmetric foliation, which is what we wish to consider.
The corresponding normal vector is












This allows for the calculation of the induced 3-metric:
γαβ =
(r − 2M)∂rH(r)
r(r − 2M)2 (∂rH(r))2 − r2
(




(r − 2M) (r2 − (r − 2M)2(∂rH(r))2)
+ r2σαβ. (7.3)














+ α((2M − r)∂rH(r))σαβ, (7.4)
with
K̂ =
3Mr2∂rH(r) + (2M − r)(r3∂2rH(r)−M(2M − r)(∂rH(r))3)
(r2 − (r − 2M)2(∂rH(r))2)2
. (7.5)
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To remove any explicit dependence on dtα, we introduce adapted 3-dimensional













































































The above are the general transformation rules. For explicit formulas, we make the

































dradrb + ((2M − r)∂rH(r))σab
)
, (7.13)
the trace of which is,
K =
r2(2r −M)∂rH(r) + (3M − 2r)(r − 2M)2(∂rH(r))3 + r3(r − 2M)∂2rH(r)
r2((r − 2M)2(∂rH(r))2 − r2)K̃
.
(7.14)
Finally, the intrinsic curvature is
(3)R =
2(r − 2M)2∂rH(r)((r − 2M)(2r2∂2rH(r)− (r − 2M)(∂rH(r))3))
(r3 − r(r − 2M)2(∂rH(r)2)2
+
2(r − 2M)2∂rH(r)(r(4M + r)∂rH(r))
(r3 − r(r − 2M)2(∂rH(r)2)2
. (7.15)
This completes our (3 + 1)-decomposition.
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7.2 The (2 + 1)-decomposition
We further foliate with a set of 2-spheres S := {Sr | r = constant}. The corresponding
normal co-vector is
Na = Adra, A =
√
r2 − (r − 2M)2(∂rH(r))2
r(r − 2M)
. (7.16)
The induced 2-metric and extrinsic 2-curvature are,
hab = r

































8 Asymptotically hyperboloidal foliations
Our main interest in the study of these formulations will be the asymptotic behaviour
of perturbations, and whether or not an initial data set is stable to perturbations.
Definition 8.1. A data set (Σ, γab, Kab) is called ‘asymptotically stable’ to perturba-
tions if the perturbations are stable in the sense of Def. 2.7 and the asymptotic decay
rates are unchanged.
It follows that in order to study this behaviour, we must first decide on the asymp-
totic geometry of the triple (Σ, γab, Kab). In [29], perturbations of asymptotically flat
data were considered within the strongly hyperbolic formulation. In this section, we
will consider geometries that are asymptotically hyperboloidal in the sense presented
in [31].
Definition 8.2. Consider a space-like hypersurface, Σ(i), equipped with a Riemannian
metric γab. We call the pair (Σ(i), γab) ‘asymptotically hyperboloidal’ if and only if
there exists a triple (Λ, %, ψ) where
1. Λ is a smooth manifold with boundary.
2. % : Λ → R is a smooth non-negative function, with %(xa) = 0 if and only if
xa ∈ ∂Λ and with d% 6= 0 for xa ∈ ∂Λ.
3. ψ : Λ \ ∂Λ → Σ(i) is a smooth diffeomorphism, with %2ψ?(γab) a smooth Rie-
mannian metric on Λ \ ∂Λ which extends smoothly to Λ.
This is not the only definition we will need. A requirement on the behaviour of
the extrinsic 3-curvature must also be imposed.
Definition 8.3. A set of initial data (Σ, γab, Kab) is ‘asymptotically hyperboloidal’ if
1. (Σ, γab) is asymptotically hyperboloidal.
2. K is bounded away from zero asymptotically.
3. The trace-free part of Kab = γacγbdKcd is order %
3 asymptotically .
If a data set is asymptotically stable, we simply call it stable.
8.1 The strongly hyperbolic formulation
We begin our discussion by considering the strongly hyperbolic formulation. Unless
specified otherwise, all (3 + 1)-and (2 + 1)-decompositions will be carried out by
following the process outlined in section 7.
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8.1.1 Non-linear perturbations in the Minkowski space-time
We will begin by considering perturbations within the Minkowski solution (M = 0),
and calculate the hyperbolicity condition for an arbitrary H(r) (as in Section 7).

















= 0, then the above inequality cannot be satisfied in some region sufficiently
close to the origin [32]. However, this result offers no insight into understanding the
behaviour as r →∞, which is what we will be focusing on.
In this space-time, asymptotically hyperboloidal leaves can be produced by looking
at hyperboloids. These are defined by the relation19 H(r) =
√
r2 − c2, for some
constant c ∈ R. These slices give rise to free data
(3)R = − 6
c2







This is the ‘hyperbolic metric’.
As an intermediate step, we will assume that the solutions (of the strongly hyper-
bolic constraints) will remain spherically symmetric. This motivates us to fix pa = 0,
which is in agreement with the exact Minkowski and Schwarzschild values. This































where c̃ ∈ R is an integration constant. If c̃ = 0, then the Minkowski solution is
returned. This means that we have found a family of spherically symmetric solutions
19It should be noted that this is not the only way we could choose H(r). It is, however, the
simplest.
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with c̃ acting as a measure of how the solution differs from the precise Minkowski
data. Due to this, one may interpret this exact solution as a non-linear perturbation
of the Minkowski data.





which is only satisfied if






Therefore, the use of these initial data allows one to study the behaviour of the
perturbed solutions as r approaches, and goes beyond, r?. Due to this r? will be
referred to as the transition point. More specifically, it is the point in which the
PDE system transitions from strongly-hyperbolic to a non-hyperbolic. The surface
defined at r? is a characteristic surface of the PDE. Moreover, we note that one of
the principal curvatures vanishes before changing sign, at this point. As such, the
hypersurfaces change convexity at r? [20]. It should be noted that currently, there
is no standard theory that may be employed in the study of PDE’s that experience
such transitional behaviour.
Of further note, the electric part of the Weyl tensor (constructed from our spher-
ically symmetric solutions) only vanishes if c̃ = 0. Since this data set is spherically
symmetric, Birkhoff’s theorem tells us that we must be able to isometrically embed
the data into a Schwarzschild space-time20, with some mass parameter M . By follo-
wing the process outlined in Section 7 for an arbitrary H(r), we find that if a foliation
of the Schwarzschild solution is to produce the hyperbolic metric, then we must have





(s− 2M)2(s2 + c2)
ds. (8.8)
Here we will interpret H0 ∈ R as the constant such that t−H(r) = H0. A calculation
of the extrinsic 3-curvature for this embedding allows us to make the identification
c̃ = 8M . Some surfaces defined by Eq (8.8) are shown in Fig. 3. The transition
point now becomes r3? = Mc
2 which suggests that it may be related to some kind of
geometrically significant volume.
The metric is asymptotically hyperboloidal by construction and has remained
unchanged from this perturbation. This is not true for the extrinsic 3-curvature
20For a more in-depth discussion of Birkhoff’s theorem see [33].
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Figure 3: Here we see isometric embeddings of initial data slices within the Schwarz-
schild space-time with mass M = 1. The grey curves represent surfaces of constant
proper time. The blue lines are surfaces with c = 1 and H0 = −7,−8. The red
dashed curve is the surface with c = 10 and H0 = −8. This prompts one to interpret
c as being related to some kind of measure of how the hypersurface ‘bends’ within
the space-time. We label the event horizon, null and space-like infinity as H±, J ±,
and i0, respectively.
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which now has the form



































with limit K → −3
c
as r → ∞, which is clearly bounded away from zero asymptoti-




 O(%3) 0 00 O(%5) 0
0 0 O(%5)
 , (8.11)
where it has been used that one may approximate % as % = %0
r
+ O(r−2), for some
function %0 = %0(x
A), and % is the conformal factor, as in Def. 8.2. Then, all
conditions that are required for this data set to be asymptotically hyperboloidal are
satisfied.
8.1.2 Linear perturbations in the Schwarzschild space-time
We will now use the above data set to study its linear perturbations.













































With the intent of expressing the linearised equations in terms of the eth operators













where the notation p̄ = m̄AδpA and p = m















(ð(p̄) + ð̄(p)) = 0. (8.16)

























































0Y l,m(θ, φ). (8.20)

















(pl,m − p̄l,m) = 0. (8.21)
We now turn our attention to Eq. (8.13), and consider the projections onto the











































































ð(δq) = 0. (8.26)































































































l(l + 1). (8.30)































































For each l = 0, ...,∞ and m = −l, ...,+l, this is a set of three coupled ODE for three
variables, namely pl,m, p̄l,m and ql,m. Notice here that the transitional behaviour (from
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hyperbolic to non-hyperbolic) of the equations is ‘irrelevant’ from the point of view
of these ODE. Moreover, the ODE system for each mode can be solved as an IVP
irrespective of whether we are in the hyperbolic or non-hyperbolic regime.
To study the asymptotic behaviour, it is enough to only consider the leading order
terms in a Taylor expansion with respect to r at infinity, a fact that is justified through
the use of Fuchsian analysis; see [34,35] for more details.
























 = 0. (8.34)
Under the coordinate change







































 = 0. (8.36)
which is an ODE of form d
du

























where the λj are the eigenvalues of Wαβ, ~λj are the corresponding eigenvectors, and
each Aj ∈ R is a constant. Solving the eigenvalue equation gives
0 = det|ηij − λδij| = (2 + λ)2(3 + λ)⇒ λ ∈ {−2,−2,−3}. (8.39)
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for integration constants Ap, Ap̄, Aq ∈ C. Thus, to leading order, we have













for functions p̂ = p̂ (θ, φ) , ˆ̄p = ˆ̄p (θ, φ) and q̂ = q̂ (θ, φ).
Using these values we are able to reconstruct the extrinsic curvature and, once
again, check that the resulting initial data is still asymptotically hyperboloidal. This
is done by following the same steps outlined previously. As it turns out, this is indeed
the case, and hence, at least asymptotically, perturbations of the initial data are
stable. We will see shortly that these equations can be viewed as an ‘elliptic’ set of
equations, and hence this result is unexpected, since ‘elliptic’ equations are typically
do not have a well-posed IVP. Another reason that this result is noteworthy is because
in [29] perturbations to asymptotically flat data were found to be to have the ‘wrong ’
fall-off rates.
This long term behaviour can be confirmed by considering the numerical solutions
of Eqs. (8.32) and (8.33). The numerical analysis presented here will be restricted to
the case with axial symmetry i.e. m = 0. The numerical solutions corresponding to
l = 15 are shown in Fig. 4, where we see that p15,m = −p̄15,m. This relation holds
for all modes with l 6= 0. To check the fall-off rates, a linear relation is fitted to the
logarithm of the solution. This is shown in Fig 5. The asymptotic behaviours of the
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Figure 4: The solutions p15,m, p̄15,m and q15,m for the l = 15 mode with M = c = 1
and r? = 1. Here we see that p15,m = −p̄15,m.
solutions are q15,m ∝ r−2.95 and p15,m, p̄15,m ∝ r−1.95. These decays are incorrect by
−0.05. The accuracy can be improved by considering a larger range of r values21.
Turning our attention to the transition point, we note that wave-like dynamics
should be expected for r ≤ r? and, for some short region, we expect exponential
growth dynamics for r > r?. A plot of the solutions for an interval around r? is shown
in Fig. 6 for the l = 15 mode.
So far we have seen that Eqs. (8.31)-(8.33) have a well-posed IVP, which implies
that the full system (Eqs. (8.13) and (8.14) is also well-posed, within the class of
initial data with finitely many modes. To get evidence that the same conclusion
can be drawn when the initial data has infinitely modes we must check numerical
convergence. This is done as follows:
1. Choose two spatial discretisations: The discretisation is the set of discrete
θ values (i)Θ := {θj | j ∈ I}, where I is an indexing set. The total number of
grid points is the cardinality and will be represented by the notation N(i). For
comparative purposes two discretisations will be defined, namely (1)Θ and (2)Θ.
Here, it will be assumed that (1)Θ $ (2)Θ.
2. Solve the PDE system for each discretisation: One now solves the PDE
system for both discretisations22, it should be emphasised here that we must
21This statement has the following justification: Initially, we considered a smaller range of r, and
ultimately increased the maximum radius to obtain better accuracy. The case presented here was
the largest range of r values we considered and had the closet accuracy.
22To numerically solve these equations we will make use of the axial symmetric spin-weighted
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Figure 5: Logarithmic plots of the numerical solutions for the l = 15 mode with
M = c = 1. q15,m falls off at a rate r
−2.95 and p15,m, p̄15,m decays at r
−1.95.
Figure 6: Plot of the numerical solutions of p15,m and q15,m. 9000 grid points are
considered for r ∈ [0.01, 2]. Once again the choices c = M = 1 have been made which
gives r? = 1.
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choose the same initial data for both discretisations. The solution corresponding
to (i)Θ will be represented by the notation sf
(i) ∈ {p(i), p̄(i), q(i)}.
3. Compare the two sets at each shared grid point: To compare the solu-
tions, we define the norm
‖ sf‖Θ := max
θ1=θ2
‖ | sf (2) − sf (1)| ‖, (8.43)
where sf
(i) is defined as in the previous step. Obviously, it only makes sense to
compare solutions at shared grid points. In order to ensure that such situations
occur, we will impose the relationship N(2) = 2N(1) − 1.
4. Complete steps 1 − 3 at least twice: On an intuitive level, one may view
Eq. (8.43) as a measure of error. Provided that the PDE has a well-posed IVP,
one would expect the (numerically) measured error to decrease as the set N(1)
becomes finer. However, if no such convergence is seen, then the equations may
not posess a well-posed IVP.
The final conclusion of the above sentence assumes that there is no error in the code.
We state that this is the case as all expected results have been produced.
Since we require our initial data to have infinitely many modes we will specify the
function in coefficient space. Functions such as ecos(θ) have infinitely many modes and
can be specified in physical space. Nevertheless, we have instead chosen to specify
the function in coefficient space as it minimises the numerical error involved. The










sY l,m(θ, φ), (8.44)
p(0) = p̄(0) = 0. (8.45)
Since the coefficients decay exponentially, this is a smooth function. It should be
noted however, that is the decay is slow. We have chosen this as it ensures that the
coefficients do not become noisy too soon. A plot of δq(0) is given in Fig. (7).
Three of plots of the numerical error are presented in Fig. 8 forN(1) = 30, 40, and 60.
Comparing these one sees that as the cardinality of (1)Θ increases the associated error
does so as well. This shows that the growth within this region is unbounded and hence
the initial value problem is not well-posed. Note that this result only applies to data
with infinitely many modes, data with finitely many modes is well-posed. This phe-
nomena appears surprising as the geometry is asymptotically stable to perturbations.
functions Python module, presented in [36].
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Figure 7: These are the plots of the initial function. The graph on the left is in
physical space, and demonstrates exponential decay with increasing values of θ. The
graph on the right is shown in the coefficient space and shows how the coefficients
decay with increasing l.
Figure 8: A semi-log plot of the compared solutions of the linearised equations. Notice
that as the N(1) becomes finer, we see an increase in logarithm of the error.
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8.1.3 Linear perturbations as a second order PDE





























for some unknown function u = u(xa). The functions F(r) and C2(r) will be referred
to as the ‘friction’ and ‘speed’ terms, respectively.
Proposition 8.1. Suppose there exists a sufficiently smooth solution u(xa) of Eq.


















satisfy the linearised equations (Eqs. (8.13) and (8.14)).
Moreover, suppose δpA and δq are smooth solutions of the linearised equations







initially. Then, there exists a uniquely determined family of solutions U := {u(xi) +
λ |λ = constant} such that all elements u ∈ U satisfy Eqs. (8.46) and (8.47).
Proof. Let u = u(xa) be a smooth solution of Eq. (8.46) and define δq and δpA as in

























































































































These are the linearised equations. Thus, δq and δpA defined in this way produce a
solution to the linearised system.
Suppose now that δq and δpA are solutions of the linearised equations such that










δqdr + r2δpθdθ + r
2δpφ
=Ωrdr + Ωθdθ + Ωφdφ. (8.51)
We wish to show the existence of a solution to the PDE system described by Eq.
(8.47). A necessary condition for this is that the exterior derivative of Ω vanishes,
and hence Ω is closed, i.e.
dΩ = (∂rΩθ − ∂θΩr)dr ∧ dθ + (∂rΩφ − ∂φΩr)dr ∧ dφ+ r2ωdθ ∧ dφ = 0. (8.52)
We begin by showing that ∂rΩA − ∂AΩr = 0.


































which is zero by assumption.
We know that ω vanishes at the initial radius r0. To show that this remains true

















































where ω0 ∈ R is a constant. Since r > 0 and c is finite we have that if ω = 0 on the
initial surface then ω0 = 0 and hence ω will remain zero. Thus dΩ = 0 and hence
there exists a solution u = u(xa) of Eq. (8.47).




























































6(c2 + 2r2) + r3?c
2(c2 − r2)− r3?(11c2r3 + 10r5))
cr3
√































































Thus, the solution u also satisfies Eq. (8.46).
This proposition allows us to interpret the two systems as being equivalent, with
u(xa) acting as a potential for δpA and δq. Moreover, the second order system eluci-
dates the transition from hyperbolic to elliptic.
The principal part of this second order system changes its form depending on the
sign of the ‘speed’ term
C2(r) = c
2 (r3? − r3)
2r2(c2 + r2)(2r3? + r
3)
. (8.56)
The system takes the form of a wave equation for r ≤ r? and a Laplace equation
for r ≥ r?. Further, we note that as r → ∞ we have C2(r) → 0 with leading order















Figure 9: Graph of C2(r) vs. r, with 8M = c = 1 and hence r? = 0.5. Here we see
the predicted behaviour: The function is positive for r < r?. For r > r? the function
begins to grow negativity but then quickly tends to zero.
which is Eq. (8.46) where all terms that fall off at r−4 or faster have been ignored.






















A) are unknown functions of xA=̇(θ, φ) and the Taylor expansion




















This is in agreement with the previously predicted leading order behaviour, as would
be expected.













We note here that F(r) has a singularity at r = r?. However, the first order system
experiences no such singularity, which implies that this behaviour has been introduced
by us. With this in mind we claim that the solution u will not experience such singular
behaviour. This can be shown by considering the mode relations between the first






ul,m 0Y l,m(θ, φ). (8.61)
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This allows us to write Eq. (8.46) in coefficient space as
∂2rul,m −F(r)∂rul,m − C2(r)l(l + 1)ul,m = 0. (8.62)
The modes of each system are related as follows:
δpA = r






























+1Y l,m(θ, φ). (8.63)




























where u0 is a constant. Of interest here is the following:
p̄l,m = −pl,m, for l 6= 0. (8.66)
This result was stated previously. Since there is no singular behaviour in Eqs. (8.64)
and (8.65), these relations can be used to find the value of ul,m for each l = 0, ...,∞.
Fig. 10 makes use of these relations for the l = 15 mode.
The singularity present in the friction term makes numerical studies of this system
difficult. Nevertheless, it does allow for a heuristic interpretation of the observed
behaviour of the first order system. For the range 0 < r < r?, the linearised equations
show wavelike behaviour, as is expected due to the hyperbolic nature of the equations
in this regime. The frequency of these oscillations diminishes as the solutions approach
r? and in particular, the first derivatives of u goes to zero at the transition point. This
serves to counter the singular behaviour of the friction term at r?. As r goes beyond r?,
the speed term grows quickly for a finite range. In this region, the solution experiences
exponential like behaviour and hence is not stable with respect to the IVP. After a
sufficiency large evolution, the speed term tends to zero and the friction term becomes
relevant, serving to dampen the remaining growth of the solution. Because of this,
the second order system tends to a constant. Moreover, the first order derivatives of
u (which are, loosely speaking, the solutions to the first order system) tend to zero.
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Figure 10: Plot of u15,m and ∂ru15,m, which are calculated from the p15,m and q15,m
modes. Notice that neither the solution nor its first derivative experiences singular
behaviour at r?. Moreover at r? we have that ∂ru15,m = 0, which serves to counter
the singular behaviour of the friction term.
8.1.4 Linear perturbations as a boundary value problem
Thus far we have seen that the linearised equations are only stable from the per-
spective of an IVP if the initial data has a finite number of modes. This is owing to
the fact that the hyperbolicity condition is violated after a finite evolution.
The standard approach in dealing with elliptic equations is to solve them as a
BVP. In what follows we will consider such an approach. It should be noted that
the primary focus of this work is to solve the constraints as an IVP and as such we
will only briefly discuss this approach; strictly within the context of the linearised
equations.
To simplify the problem, the restriction to a setup with axial symmetry will be
made. This will allow us to deal with the second order system, which we aim to
solve as a two-point BVP. Dealing with this equation gives rise to two problems.
Firstly, due to the singular behaviour of the friction-term, we must pick data such
that ∂rul,m = 0 at r = r?. Secondly, a way to specify the boundary data at infinity
must be found. To overcome these issues, we make the ansatz that in coefficient
space, the solution to the BVP will have the same form as the solution to the IVP;





l,m represent the inital and final values of ul,m, respectively. Then
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we solve the following systems of ODE:{
∂2rul,m −F(r)∂rul,m − C2(r)l(l + 1)ul,m = 0,









l,m, r = r?,{
∂2rul,m −F(r)∂rul,m − C2(r)l(l + 1)ul,m = 0,
















l,m ∈ C and r̂ ∈ R are constants. The idea is as follows: Fix the choice of
initial and final data, as well as an initial point r0 < r?. The ODE is now solved in







l,m is some freely chosen
constant. At r? the solution is u
(?)
l,m. The ODE is now solved in the range (r?, r̂]




l,m), where r̂ is some sufficiently large radius. For r ≥ r̂,
the solution is assumed to be constant. This is the behaviour that was observed
previously. The quantity r̂ will be referred to as the “cut-off point”.
The arbitrary choice of u
(?)
l,m is a freedom that arises from the fact that u acts as
a potential for the curvature quantities. We will make the choice u
(?)
l,m = 0. Searching





= 0 and hence we must
check that this condition is satisfied. This will be demonstrated numerically for the




15,m) = (0, 5).
Finite differencing is employed here with grid points N = 5000. For the region
r ∈ (0, r?) we see oscillatory behaviour, as would be expected. In the region r ∈ (r?, r̂)
we see that solution quickly grows to u
(f)
15,m = 5. In particular we note that the solution
appears to become constant after a sufficiently large evolution. This lends credence
to the ansatz made about the form of the solution. For further analysis of this
approximation, we consider two solutions with the same boundary data allowing one
to have a larger cut-off point than the other. We then consider the difference of the
two solutions at the shared grid points. The solution ul,m will have a cut-off point
r̂1 and the solution ũl,m will have a cut-off point r̂2, where r̂2 > r̂1. As the value of
r̂1 increase, we see that the difference between solutions decreases. In principal, one
could (possibly) use these solutions to construct a Cauchy sequence and hence verify
the convergence of the solution coefficients. This will not be done here, however. The
difference between the solutions is shown in Fig. 13.
23It is possible to solve the ODE as an IVP in the region. However, we will not be exploring this.
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15,m) = (0, 5). In the region of hyperbolicity, the solution oscillates, as
would be expected. Moreover in the elliptic region, we see that the solution tends to
a constant.





15,m) = (0, 5). In the range (0, 0.5) we see the derivative tends to
zero. For r ∈ (0.5, 5000) we see that ∂rul,m is approximately zero close to r?. The
rapid growth after r? is due to the friction term being near the singularity.
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Figure 13: The error norms for two choices of r̂1 are shown. As r̂ increases, the error
in the numerical approximation decreases. To ensure that the two solutions share the
grid points, we have that r̂2 = 2r̂1 − 1.
We now aim to show that the coefficients have the decay rates that would be










0Y l,m(θ, φ). (8.71)
If the solution is to be well-defined, then one would expect to see the solution coef-








where N is the total number of grid points in the r-discretisation. If any of the
coefficients does not experience the desired decay, then we would not expect the
average too either. A plot of this is shown in Fig 14, for l ∈ [0, 1000], where we see
that the averaged coefficients decay exactly as expected.
Finally, we calculate pl,m, p̄l,m and ql,m. During our analysis of the long-term
behaviour it was found that ql,m should decay as r
−3 and the quantities pl,m, p̄l,m
should decay like r−2. For this we will make use of the mode relations that were given
in the previous section. These produce Fig 15. By considering logarithmic plots we
find that ql,m ∝ r−1.97 and pl,m, p̄l,m ∝ r−2.97. The accuracy of the decay could be
improved by considering a larger cut-off point. Alternatively, a finer r-discretisation
may also increase the accuracy.
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Figure 14: The solution coefficients for l = 0, ..., 1000 have been calculated. The left
graph shows the decay of the averaged coefficients and the graph on the right is a
semi-log plot of the same coefficients We see that the right most graph produces a
straight line and hence we do indeed see the desired decay behaviour.
Figure 15: The l = 15 mode for the curvature quantities ql,m and p̄l,m. These were
calculated via the previously given mode relations. Moreover, due to the assumption
of axial-symmetry, we have p̄l,m = pl,m. Both quantities take a similar form as what
was previously found.
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Figure 16: Logarithmic plots of the curvature quantities. The decay rates can be
calculated by looking at the slope of the line of best fit. For p15,m we see that the
line of best fit has a slope of −1.97, whereas the line of best fit for q15,m has a slope
of −2.97.
8.2 The parabolic-hyperbolic formulation
We now wish to consider evolutions of asymptotically hyperboloidal initial data within
the framework of the parabolic-hyperbolic formulation of the constraint equations.
In the strongly hyperbolic framework data with the desired properties of being both
asymptotically hyperboloidal and embedded into the Schwarzschild solution was con-
structed via perturbations of the Minkowski space-time. In principal this approach
could also be used here. However, we instead choose to directly construct hyperbo-
loids within the Schwarzschild space-time. The (3 + 1)-and (2 + 1)-decompositions
will be carried out by following the process outlined in section 7.






it follows that the parabolicity condition is satisfied.
We will be using the standard Schwarzschild coordinates (r, θ, φ), a drawback of
which is that we will be unable to consider the region within the Schwarzschild radius.
This will not be a restriction as our primary interest is the asymptotic behaviour of
the perturbations.
Due to the presence of a mass term in the metric, the hyperboloids (defined by
H(r) =
√
r2 + c2) that were used in the foliation of the Minkowski space-time will
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not produce asymptotically hyperboloidal initial data in the Schwarzschild solution.
However, it should be expected that if M = 0, then the standard hyperboloids are
returned. Indeed this is the case, and we find that an appropriate adaptation is
H(r) =
√
r2 + c2 +2M ln(r). A plot of these surfaces is shown in Fig. 17. The metric
is
γab =







 dradrb + r2σab. (8.74)





Under the transformation c2 + 8M2 7→ c2 we see that to first order this is the hyper-
bolic metric (as seen previously) and as such this metric will also be asymptotically
hyperboloidal.






















































The limit as r →∞
lim
r→∞
K = − 3√
c2 + 8M2
, (8.80)








Figure 17: A Penrose diagram of H(r) =
√
r2 + c2+2M ln(r) with M = 1, for varying
values of c. Three of the resulting surfaces are shown, represented by the blue curves.
As in the previous Penrose diagram (Fig. 3), the silver lines are surfaces of constant
proper time. The event horizons are labelled by H±. Space-like and null infinity are
represented in the diagram by the labels J ± and i0, respectively.
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where it has been used that one may approximate % as % = %0
r
+ O(r−2), then, all
conditions that are required for the extrinsic curvature to be asymptotically hyper-
boloidal are satisfied.
8.2.1 Linear perturbations


































































The first thing of note here is that the parabolic equation is now uncoupled from
the hyperbolic equations. Furthermore, they take the same form as the equations
that were dealt with previously. Following the same steps that were followed in


























































For q, p and p̄, we will once again make use of the expansions given by Eqs. (8.17),






Al,m sY l,m(θ, φ). (8.89)
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We now wish to study the asymptotic behaviour of the coefficients. To do this, we
will first solve the hyperbolic equations and then the parabolic equation. We begin

















l(l + 1)(c2 + 8M2)√
2r3

























































































































q̂(θ, φ), p̂(θ, φ), ˆ̄p(θ, φ)
)
.
















Thus, to leading order, we have A = 1
r2
Â, for some function Â = Â(θ, φ). Follo-
wing the same steps outlined previously, we are able to reconstruct the 3-metric and
extrinsic 3-curvature, to find that the solutions are asymptotically hyperboloidal.










0Y l,m(θ, φ), (8.103)
p(0) =p̄(0) = 0. (8.104)
The averaged solutions are shown in Fig 18, and the corresponding logarithmic plot




, < |A| >r∼
1
r
, < |p| >r∼
1
r




This is in agreement with the analytically predicted values. Finally, we test the θ
convergence, in the same way as before. This is shown in Fig. 20, where we see that
the solutions converge as N(1) increases.
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Figure 18: The averaged solutions to the linearised equations.
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Figure 19: The logarithmic plots of the averaged solutions. Here we see that all of
the solutions fall off at r−1. This is in agreement with what was found analytically.
80
Figure 20: A logarithmic plot showing convergence in the θ-discretisation. We see
that as the cardinality N(1) increases, the associated error decreases.
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8.2.2 Linear perturbations as a second order system
In the strongly hyperbolic formulation, it was seen that the linearised equations were
equivalent to a second order PDE, through a set of transformation rules. This is also
true for the linearised equations in the parabolic-hyperbolic formulation. We will
not be studying this system as it will not aid in our understanding of the linearised
equations.































are solutions to Eqs. (8.82) and (8.83).








initially. Then there exists a uniquely determined family of solutions U := {u(xi) +
λ |λ = constant} such that all elements u ∈ U satisfy Eqs. (8.106) and (8.107).
Proof. This proof follows the same steps presented in Prop. 8.1:
Suppose that u = u(x) is a smooth solution of Eq. (8.106) and define δq and δpA






























































































2 (δpθdθa + δpφdφa) , (8.111)
where δq and δpI are solutions of the linearised equations such that ω = 0 initially.













dr ∧ dxI + r2ωdθ ∧ dφ. (8.112)















ω =⇒ ω = ω0
r2
, (8.113)
where ω0 ∈ R is a constant. Since r > 0 we have that if ω = 0 initially then ω0 = 0
and hence ω is identically zero.
8.2.3 Non-linear perturbations
Having seen that the equations are stable to linear perturbations, it is natural to
ask if they are stable to non-linear perturbations. We will do this by comparing the
non-linear perturbations to linear perturbations.







































A = 0. (8.116)
We wish to express these in terms of the eth operators. For Eqs. (8.114) and (8.115)
we proceed in the same way that has been outlined for the linearised equations. For
































where p = mBpB and p̄ = m̄
BpB.

























where λ ∈ R+ is a constant used to control the magnitude of the perturbations. The
corresponding linearly perturbed solutions are
(L)A := Å+ δA, (L)q := q̊ + δq, (L)pA := p̊A + δpA, (8.122)
where Å, q̊ and p̊A are the exact Schwarzschild solutions.
We want to establish how well the linear perturbations approximate the behaviour
of the fully non-linear perturbations, which we represent with a super-prescript (F ).
The following must hold:
(F )A = (L)A+ (A)ε , (F )q = (L)q + (q)ε , (F )pA =
(L)pA +
(p)εA, (8.123)
where (A)ε, (q)εA and
(p)εA are the appropriate correction terms, ignored in the lineari-
sation. For the evolution, we will pick initial data such that the two sets of solutions
agree initially:






To study the behaviour of the correction terms, we define the error quantity
‖ sε‖ := max
θ∈(0,π]
| (F )sf − (L)sf | = max
θ∈(0,π]
| sε|, (8.125)
for sf ∈ {A, q, p, p̄} and sε ∈ {(A)ε, (q)ε, (p)εBmB, (p)εBm̄B}. This will allow us to study
the long term behaviour of each sε. Moreover, since Eq. (8.125) subtracts away the
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Figure 21: A logarithmic plot of ‖ sε‖ for λ = 1 and λ = 12 . Each error quantity has
been multiplied by decay factor so that it tends to a constant. We also measure the
ratio of the solutions for each λ, where we see that ‖ (A)ε‖ and ‖ (q)ε‖ decrease by a
factor of ∼ 3.8. The quantities ‖ (p)εBmB‖ and ‖ (p)εBm̄B‖ decrease by a factor of
∼ 2.8.
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linearities of the perturbations, we should expect to see that if the magnitude of λ
is halved, then the error should decrease by a factor of more than (or exactly) one
fourth. Fig. 21 examines this behaviour for λ = 1, 1
2
, where we see that (A)ε decays at
r−2, whereas (q)ε and (p)εA decay at r
−1. We have already seen that these fall-off rates
produce an asyomptotically hyperbolic geometry and hence asymptotic hyperbolicity
is stable for perturbed solutions of both the linearised and the full equations.
When λ is halved, we see that (A)ε and (q)ε decrease by a factor of 3.8. Within error,
this is a reasonable approximation of the expected behaviour. However, ‖ (p)εBmB‖
and ‖ (p)εBm̄B‖ decrease by a factor of ∼ 2.8, and hence do not show the expected
behaviour. It is unclear why this happens, it is possible that the perturbations consi-
dered are too large. Alternatively, the maximum radius we considered may have been
to small. Due to temporal issues we will not be exploring this any further.
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9 Asymptotically flat black hole(s) in the parabolic-
hyperbolic formulation
Some quantities, such as the ADM mass, can only be defined for initial data sets that
are asymptotically flat. In the above work, we found that non-linear perturbations to
asymptotically hyperboloidal initial data were stable. This is promising and motivates
us to consider asymptotically flat data.
It was mentioned previously that [29] deals with such perturbations within the
framework of the strongly hyperbolic formulation of the constraints. These were
found to be unstable due to the perturbed data possessing the ‘wrong mass’.
9.1 Preparations
9.1.1 Kerr Schild metrics
Motivated by the ideas in [7], we consider metrics of the Kerr-Schild form. These
may be written as
gαβ = ηαβ − V lαlβ, (9.1)
where V is a smooth space-time function and lα is null with respect to both ηαβ and
gαβ. Here, we assume that the space-time has coordinates (t, x
1, x2, x3).
Suppose that this space-time can be foliated by a set of smooth Cauchy surfaces
Σ := {Σt|t = constant}. Each Σt ∈ Σ will have a metric of the form
γab = δab − V lalb, (9.2)
which we have written in intrinsic coordinates (x1, x2, x3). In this coordinate system
la is a unit vector with respect to the Euclidean metric (i.e. δ
ablalb = 1). We then
introduce the vector l̃b = δabla which we use to define the inverse metric








, βa = V la. (9.4)





(∇a(V lb) +∇b(V la)− ∂tγab) , (9.5)
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where ∇b is the covariant derivative associated with γab. For Cartesian coordinates
(x1, x2, x3) = (x, y, z) the exact Kerr solution with mass M is [37]



















9.1.2 Non-linear spherically symmetric perturbations of the Schwarz-
schild Kerr-Schild data
With the aim of understanding asymptotically flat black hole data within the parabolic-
hyperbolic framework, we begin by studying non-linear perturbations of the Schwar-
zschild solution (in Kerr-Schild coordinates (t, r, θ, φ)) with mass M . To do this we
will calculate the free data that arises by considering an asymptotically flat slice of
the Kerr-Schild Schwarzschild solution. We will then use this as our free data in the
parabolic-hyperbolic constraints and proceed to calculate the general solutions for the
unknowns.
Once again we choose to exploit spherical symmetry and express our data in terms
of standard polar coordinates. Moreover, the (2+1)-decomposition will be performed
using exact 2-spheres S := {Sr | r = constant}. For such a foliation, we are able to












, Qab = 0, Ba = va = 0. (9.9)
The simplest restriction we may make here is to assume that the resulting solutions
will remain spherically symmetric. This means that we will not be perturbing pa from
its exact Schwarzschild value of pA = 0. A further consequence is that the hyperbolic




















































The lapse function should be positive and as such we will only consider this case. Note
that picking C = 0 and A = −2M returns the exact Schwarzschild solution (in Kerr-
Schild coordinates). Then, for each M , we have a two parameter family of spherically
symmetric solutions. The symmetry implies that we must be able to embed this
initial data set into a Kerr-Schild Schwarzschild solution with mass parameter m. In
general, this mass does not have to be the same as M [29].
We do our (3 + 1) foliation with the set of Cauchy surfaces Σ := {ΣT |T =









16M(M +m) + 8mr + F(r)
4(2M(2M + r) + r2) + F(r)
)
dr, (9.14)
F(r) :=(2M + r)(rC2 + 4A2)− 8M
√
r(2M + r)C. (9.15)
It should be emphasized that the choice of ± here is unrelated to the choice of ± in





± 2(A+ 2(m∓M |C|))
|C|r2
+O(r−3). (9.16)







By comparing the above expressions, we see that we must have
A = −2(m−M(C ± |C|)). (9.18)
To gain further understanding we proceed in the same way for κ. The Taylor expan-















































It is clear here that if we are to match these expansions to a Schwarzschild solution,
then we must have C < 0 (for κ+) and C ≥ 0 (for κ−):
A = −2(m−M(C ± |C|)) = −2(m−M(∓|C| ± |C|)) = −2m. (9.21)
The embedded surfaces for varying values of C and M are shown in Fig 22, where we
see that both constants C and M affect the slope that the surfaces approach space-like
infinity with.








We now proceed to check if the metric is asymptotically flat in the sense of Def. 5.2.
To do this we note that it must be conformally related to the Euclidean metric. i.e.


















where R0 ∈ R is a constant, which we will assume to be 1 as we can always rescale













































Figure 22: Two isometric embeddings with initial data given by Eqs. (9.12) and
(9.13) for m = 1. The upper diagram shows surfaces for varying values of C with
M = 1. The other depicts slices with fixed C = 0, and varies M . In both diagrams the
green dashed curve is the exact Schwarzschild Kerr-Schild data. In the top picture,
the red line is M = 2 and in the bottom picture the red line is C = 2.
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It is clear from this equation that the metric can only be asymptotically flat (in the
sense of Def. 5.2) if C = 0.
For the extrinsic curvature we note that Kab = O(R−2) in the limit R → ∞ is
equivalent to Kab = O(r−4/
√
4+C2) in the limit r →∞. Then, we have
Kab =
{
O(r−2), if C = 0,
O(r−1), else.
(9.28)
Further, Eqs. (9.12) and (9.19) give
K =
{
O(r−2), if C = 0,
O(r−1), else,
(9.29)
which allows us to conclude that C = 0 is sufficient for asymptotic flatness.
We end by summarising the role of each constant:
M : This is the ‘background mass ’. In the above family of solutions, it acts as a
constant, and does not affect the asymptotic behaviour.
C: Since our data set can only be asymptotically flat if C = 0, we may think of
this constant as having an effect on how the data set bends or curves within
the space-time. For this reason we will refer to this constant as the ‘curvature
parameter’.
m: This is the ‘embedding mass ’. More specifically, it is the mass the solutions would
have if we were to embed them into the Kerr-Schild Schwarzschild space-time.
Note that, in general, the background and embedding masses do not have to be
equal.
9.2 Construction of binary black hole initial data sets
It has been mentioned previously that in order to solve the constraints, we must first
pick our free data. Doing so can be challenging as it is unclear how to pick that
data such that one ends up with a physically reasonable solution. In what follows,
we will suggest a way to pick the data such that the resulting solutions describe the
behaviour of multiple black holes. In [38–40], Rácz discusses a method for doing
this within his parabolic-hyperbolic formulation. In this work the (2 + 1)-foliation




In what follows we will present our multiple black hole model. We will first outline
the key steps of our method, before discussing the explicit details.
1. Constructing the free data:
(a) We will begin with a brief summary of the ideas presented in [7], where
Bishop introduces a method for constructing Kerr-Schild type solutions
to the constraint equations. We will focus on how this method can be
adapted to construct the free data in the parabolic-hyperbolic form of the
constraints.
(b) The method will rely on the introduction of a natural (2 + 1) foliation in
terms of topological 2-spheres. An important property of this foliation is
that the surfaces will asymptotically approach the round 2-sphere.
(c) This foliation will allow us to calculate an auxiliary first and second fun-
damental form, which we use to construct our free data.
(d) We will then end this section by writing down some of the relevant formula
produced by our method.
2. Choosing adapted coordinates:
(a) We will introduce coordinates that are adapted to the foliation and ex-
press the auxiliary data set with respect to these. We will not be able to
find explicit formulae for the coordinate transformation. However, we will
discuss how the coordinate transformation can be calculated numerically.
(b) In our model the space-time function V is a freedom that must be specified.
In this section will discuss how we have chosen to specify it.
(c) Once all auxiliary quantities have been constructed, we will make a choice
of our initial data.
3. Expected results:
Here we will discuss the symmetries of our model and how we may expect them
to effect the behaviour of the solutions. Since our foliation approaches round 2-
spheres asyomptotically we will be able to match the solutions to the spherically
symmetric data we calculated in Section 9.1.2. We will discuss how this may
be done numerically, and what errors we may expect to arise.
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9.2.2 Constructing the free data
In [7], a method for generating initial data of Kerr-Schild type was suggested for
multiple Schwarzschild black holes. In [41,42], the method was expanded to generate
initial data for multiple Kerr black holes. Here, we will be discussing the former of the
two papers. In his work, Bishop notes that la is orthogonal to an adapted foliation of








for some known potential function u. The exact Schwarzschild potential is u =
−2M
r
. By making an ansatz for the form of u, one may explicitly calculate la and
hence generate a metric of Kerr-Schild form. The function V , however, is left as an
unknown space-time function. In this set-up Bishop solves the Einstein equations
for the function V . The authors also addressed how one may choose the potential








where Mi is the mass of the i-th black hole, ri is the coordinate separation from the
centre of the i-th black hole, and N is the total number of black holes.
We will adapt this model for use with the parabolic-hyperbolic equations. In
contrast to Bishop’s model, we will treat V as a freedom and make an ansatz for its
form. This will allow us to create an auxiliary metric [A]γab on our three-dimensional






∂a(V lb) + ∂b(V la)− [A]γ̇ab
)
. (9.32)





Once a choice for each of these has been made, one may proceed to calculate the
corresponding free data (Qab, va, Ba, κ,
?
k). In general, the fields ([A]γab,
[A]Kab) will not
be solutions to the constraint equations. However, we will assume that the solutions
(γab, Kab) produce the same free data. We will further assert that the auxiliary fields
agree with the exact solutions on the initial hypersurface.
For further discussion, we must make a choice of the potential function u. We
will assert that Eq. (9.31) is the appropriate choice, and hence describe the foliation
by the set of 2-surfaces S := {Su |u = constant}. There are two advantages to this:
Firstly, the foliation produced is adapted to the black holes, secondly, u = constant
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describes a set of topological 2-spheres for sufficiently small u. Moreover, as the
radius goes to infinity, the foliation approaches round 2-spheres, a fact that may be
exploited via the use of SWSH. We end this section by writing down some abstract




a = (l)A−1l̃a (9.33)
where (l)A is a proportionality function which we explicitly calculate as
(l)A =
√
1− V , (9.34)
which allows us to find the induced metric on each slice Su ∈ S of the foliation:
hab = γab −NaNb = δab − lalb. (9.35)
We are also able to calculate the auxiliary (2 + 1) lapse as
[A]A = (l)A (δ)A. (9.36)
The eth operators are defined with respect to the covariant derivative on the 2-
sphere, (σ)∇A. As such, we express the covariant derivative on each leaf in terms
of (σ)∇A through use of the (1, 2)-tensor, introduced in a special case by Eq. (5.7),






(σ)∇AhBD + (σ)∇BhAD − (σ)∇DhAB
)
. (9.37)
Furthermore, we write hAB and h
AB in terms of the frame vectors (mA, m̄A,m
A, m̄A):
hAB =h(−,−)mAmB + h(−,+)mAm̄B + h(+,−)mBm̄A + h(+,+)m̄Bm̄A, (9.38)
hAB =h(−,−)mAmB + h(−,+)mAm̄B + h(+,−)mBm̄A + h(+,+)m̄Bm̄A, (9.39)
where h(±,±) is the set of spin-weighted functions constructed by projecting hAB onto
mAand m̄A. Similarly, h(±,±) are spin-weighted functions, found via the contractions
of hAB with the frame vectors mA and m̄A. If follows that for any two co-vectors
wA, yA ∈ TpSr we have
hABwAyB = h
(−,−)wy + h(+,−)wȳ + h(−,+)w̄y + h(+,+)w̄ȳ, (9.40)
where w = mAwA, y = m
AyA, w̄ = m̄
AwA and ȳ = m̄
AyA. We also have
hABDAwB =h




(h(−,−)ð(w) + h(+,−)ð(w̄) + h(−,+)ð̄(w) + h(+,+)ð̄(w̄))− hABCEABwE.
(9.41)
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Similarly, if w is a scalar field such that wA = ∂Aw, then we have








ð(ð̄(w)) + h(+,+)ð̄(ð̄(w)))− hABCEAB∂Ew.
(9.42)
In general one need not make the assumption that [A]γ̇ab = 0. Nevertheless, for now

































Here, the prefix (A0) represents the auxiliary quantities when







The details of the calculations that lead to the above formulae offer little insight
into the equations themselves and as such have been suppressed here. The interested









































k can been explicitly calculated as
?
k = − (δ)Aδab (δ)∇alb. (9.52)
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Figure 23: Two examples of the foliation produced by u = constant with M+ > M−,
embedded into R3. The figure on the left shows two separate distorted spheres. As r±
increase the two 2-spheres combine, creating a surface with a bifurcation point. The
surfaces appear similar to a 3D-Cassini oval, but do not share the same parametric
polar equation. It is the opinion of the author that they resemble peanuts and hence
all objects associated with them will be referred to as ‘peanut quantities’.
9.2.3 Choosing adapted coordinates
We will use the above model to describe a binary black holes. The coordinate system
is oriented such that the two masses are joined by the z-axis. The first mass M+ is









where r± is the coordinate distance from i-th black hole. Two plots of u = constant
are shown in Fig. 23, where we see that for r± sufficiently small, the corresponding
u = constant surface describes the union of two distorted and disjoint spheres. As
the radial coordinate increases, the surfaces join to create a topological sphere. This
means that there must exist a surface with a bifurcation point. A unique tangent
vector cannot be associated with such a point and as such we must ensure that the
evolution begins at a sufficiently large radius.
Before making a choice of V , it is necessary to introduce a coordinate system.
The use of SWSH motivates us to use the standard polar coordinates (r, θ, φ). This
choice is further supported by the fact that it allows us to exploit axial symmetry.
We will not do this. Instead we introduce adapted spherical coordinates (ρ, ϑ, ϕ)
such that the constants of ρ describe the foliation, and ρ→ r as r →∞. These two
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r2 + Z2 ± 2rZ cos(θ). (9.55)
For the remaining two coordinates, we will make the associations θ = ϑ and φ = ϕ.


















An issue that arises from this coordinate system is that it is difficult to find
an explicit solution for r(ρ, ϑ). However, we are able to find such an equation for
θ = nπ, n ∈ Z, a fact that will allow us to solve for r(ρ, ϑ) implicitly. For each




M−r+(ϑ)3 (r(ϑ)− Z cos(ϑ)) +M+r−(ϑ)3 (r(ϑ) + Z cos(ϑ))
, (9.58)
subject to the initial condition










It should be understood that
r±(ϑ) =
√
r(ϑ)2 + Z2 ± 2r(ϑ)Z cos(ϑ). (9.60)
We are now in a position to choose V , which we do by imposing the following two
consistency conditions:




If Z → 0, then V → −2(M+ +M−)
r
. (9.62)
These are equivalent to saying that if either of the masses or the separation distance






Notice that V has no dependence on the mass of the system. This is due to the
way that ρ has been chosen. The total mass factor M+ + M− scales ρ so that we
only consider the relative masses. One may view this as normalizing the masses such
that M+ + M− = 1. We will always specify the magnitude of each mass before this
normalisation is performed.
The auxiliary metric is,













(∂rρ dra + ∂θρ dθa) . (9.65)
In the (ρ, ϑ, φ) coordinate system, the metric on each peanut is









 dϑAdϑB + r(ϑ)2 sin2(ϑ)dφAdφB. (9.66)
Due to the axial symmetry of the foliation, quantities intrinsic to the peanuts will
















vA =BA = pφ = 0. (9.69)
It follows that if the initial data is real (in coefficient space), then the solutions






The explicit formulas produced by this foliation are listed in Appendix B.2.
9.2.4 Expected results
Before considering the numerical implementation of the above model, it is instructive
to discuss the expected asymptotic behaviour. Recall that when ρ is sufficiently small,
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the resulting 2-surfaces are a set of topological spheres that loosely resemble peanuts.
As ρ goes to infinity, the asymmetries of the foliation decay and the surfaces approach
round 2-spheres, a consequence of which is that we would expect the solutions to
approach the spherically symmetric data introduced in Section 9.1.2. We lend support
to this by examining the leading order terms in a Taylor expansion of κ,
?
k and (2)R.



































By comparing the above expansion of κ to Eq. (9.19), we see that this prediction
can only hold true if M = 1. This makes sense and is a consequence of dividing
by the total mass M+ + M−, as was discussed previously. Even though the leading
order terms in the above expansion match the leading order terms for the spherically
symmetric solutions, this does not prove the claim. Nevertheless, we will suppose
that it is correct. A consequence of this is that at ρ = ∞ the binary black hole
solutions can be matched to the spherically symmetric solutions (Eqs. (9.12) and
(9.13)), allowing us to calculate the constants C and m. Moreover, we note that if
M+ = M− then the peanuts are symmetric. More specifically all of the free data on
the surfaces are symmetric. It follows that we would expect the spin-zero quantities
to also be symmetric. By examining the parabolic-hyperbolic evolution equation for
p and p̄ we note that if q and A are symmetric then p and p̄ will be antisymmetric.
We now discuss how we will measure the constants C,m, beginning with the












which follows from Eq. (9.12). Numerically however, we are unable to go all the way
to ρ = ∞. Instead, we will assume that we have calculated the numerical solution
q up to a finite point ρmax. Since we have not yet reached infinity, the solution may
still posses a dependence on ϑ, which we will remove by calculating the average







where N(ϑ) is the number of points in the ϑ discretisation. This is not a geometric
average. However, if we ensure that ρmax is sufficiently large, such that q is approxi-
mately constant in ϑ, this will not be an issue.
We now discuss how one may calculate the embedding mass, m. To do this, we
first suppose that C has been calculated. Then, as with the curvature parameter, we
can calculate m with the limit
m = lim
ρ→∞
A(4 + C2)3/2ρ− 2ρ(4 + C2)
8
− C. (9.76)
One cannot assign particular meaning to this quantity unless the data set has a
particular geometry. For example, if C = 0, then m is the ADM mass. Eq. (9.62)
tells us that if Z = 0 then C = 0 and hence m is the ADM mass. As Z increases,
we ‘push’ the masses apart, causing a change in the ADM mass, it follows that we












Under the transformation Z 7→ −Z, we should expect no change in m, as re-orienting
the coordinate system should not change the mass. In particular, this means that
An = 0 if n is odd. Thus, we will not be able to use the linearised parabolic-hyperbolic
equations to find a formula for small Z. We also note that m, will be normalised by
the total mass factor M+ + M−, in our coordinate transformation. This will mean
two things: Firstly, the actual ADM mass associated with the system would be
mADM = (M+ +M−)m. (9.78)
Secondly, since we scale our mass by M+ + M−, it follows that if Z is fixed, then as
the total mass change, the scale will also be adjusted and hence we will calculate the
same (normalised) value of m.
We end this section by discussing what numerical error may arise, and how it
may be measured. First, we define FE as the exact value (as calculated through the
above limits) of the quantity we wish to measure (i.e. F ∈ {C,m}), and FN as the
numerical approximation which we calculate at a maximum radius ρmax. The two
values can be related as





Figure 24: A depiction of a 2-surface produced by ρ = constant, embedded into R3. As
was expected, this is spherically symmetric with respect to the (ρ, ϑ, φ) coordinates.
where ε ∈ R is the error in our numerical measurement. Then, we define the absolute











9.3 Asymptotics of binary black holes
9.3.1 Convergence tests: shifted Kerr-Schild Schwarzschild initial data
We now consider the numerical implementation of the above binary black hole model.
The code used is presented in Appendix C. To test the reliability of our code, we will
pick our free data to coincide exactly with the known Schwarzschild space-time. We
could choose M− = Z =
[A]γ̇ab = 0, which would produce the Schwarzschild solution
in Kerr-Schild coordinates. However, this is an insufficient test case for our code, as
many of the auxiliary quantities are identically zero. We instead choose a coordinate
system that shifts the black hole along the z-axis:
ρ =
√
r2 + Z2 + 2rZ cos(θ), (9.82)
where Z = constant is the distance the black hole has been shifted from the origin.
This is a non-trivial test of our coordinate transformation. The 2-surfaces produced
by this foliation is shown in Fig 24.
For the (ρ, θ, φ) coordinate system, this is a trivial geometry with exact solutions:









, pC = 0, (9.83)
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where M+ is the mass of the black hole. In the (r, θ, φ) coordinate system, the
solutions are more complicated. The code begins its calculation in this coordinate
system, and as such interprets the geometry as non-trivial. It follows that this is
a better test case. However, we cannot test for convergence in the ϑ discretisation.
This is because the solutions should be independent of ϑ and as such any sampling
in ϑ is over-sampling.
The evolution is calculated through the use of the scipy ODE solver odeint. This
is an adaptive numerical integrator with an absolute error tolerance Ẽ . We define the
magnitude of Ẽ as ε such that the relation
log10(Ẽ) = ε (9.84)
holds. For sf ∈ {A, q, p, p̄}, we define the error quantity
‖ sf‖θ = max
θ∈(0,π]
| (N)sf − (A)sf |, (9.85)
where (N)sf is the numerically calculated solution and
(A)
sf is the corresponding ana-
lytic solution. If our numerical values are correct then we would expect that the
measured error should decrease as ε becomes smaller. To observe this behaviour we
calculate ‖ sf‖ at each value of ρ for ε = −8,−10,−12. The result is shown in Fig.
25. Whilst the functions q and A demonstrate the expected convergence, the same
cannot be said for p and p̄. This is because the error is below round-off error which
occurs at 10−15.
9.3.2 Convergence tests: binary black holes
We now consider a non-trivial example of binary black holes with equal mass, M+ =
M− and
[A]γ̇ = 0. We wish to demonstrate convergence in both the θ and ρ discreti-
sation. We cannot show the latter in the same way we did in the previous section as
an analytic solution is not known. Nevertheless, we are still able to do convergence
tests. This is done as follows: The solutions are calculated for with an error magni-
tude εmin, which is used in place of
(A)f in Eq. (9.85). We further solve the equations
with an error tolerance ε > εmin. If the equations that we are solving are well-posed,
then as ε approaches εmin the associated error should decrease. This behaviour is
shown in Fig. 26 with Z = 1. This consistency check allows us to ensure that the
equations we are solving make sense but offers no insight into the convergence rate of
the solutions. The ODE solver implemented here is adaptive and hence a convergence
rate cannot be established. Due to the stiffness of the equations we will not swap to
a non-adaptive integrator.
Once again making use of Eq. (8.43), we examine the convergence in the ϑ-
discretisation. As before, we expect to see the error decreases as the number of grid
points is increased. We observe this behaviour in Fig. 27.
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Figure 25: The error norms of three separate solutions with M− = 0 and Z = 1 is
shown on a log-log plot. For the top two graphs we see that the error decreases as ε
does. Similar behaviour is not seen in the bottom two plots.
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Figure 26: The relative error of the evolution shown in a log-log plot. It can be seen
for all of the solutions that ε decreases with the associated error, and hence the code
is self-consistent.
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Figure 27: A logarithmic plot of the error associated with the ϑ-discretisation. For
all the unknowns, the error decreases as N(1) becomes finer.
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A colour map of the solutions is displayed in Fig. 28, where we have used the
Cartesian coordinate system
x = ρ sin(θ) sin(φ), y = ρ sin(θ) cos(φ), z = ρ cos(θ). (9.86)
Since the solutions are axisymmetric, it is enough to only view the z-y plane (i.e.
φ = 0). Here, it can be seen that the spin-zero quantities are symmetric about the
z-axis and the solutions with a non-zero spin are antisymmetric, as was predicted.




















|p̄(ϑ) + p̄(π − ϑ)|} = 1.42× 10−2. (9.90)
We end by calculating the corresponding curvature parameter and its errors, with
ρmax = 6000:
C = 0.00774, EA(C) = 9.7× 10−6, ER(C) = 1.126%. (9.91)
It is clear from these values that this data set is not asymptotically flat.
9.3.3 Binary black holes with a vanishing curvature parameter
From Eqs. (9.61) and (9.62) we see that if the separation distance goes to zero then
the curvature parameter will also go to zero. The same statement holds true for
the masses. It follows that we could model C as a function of the free parameters
(M+,M−, Z). To begin investigating this, we will first examine the dependence of the
curvature parameter on M− with both Z and M+ fixed. For the remainder of this
discussion, we will fix M+ = 1
24 and [A]γ̇ = 0. Moreover, the initial and final values
of the ρ-discretisation will be (ρmin, ρmax) = (3, 6000). For Z = 1.5, we calculate
C with various values of the mass M− ∈ (0, 2], these are shown in Fig. 29. For
the initial value of M− we find a negative value of C. As the mass increases, the
curvature parameter becomes positive. This means that there exists a non-zero value
24We remind the reader that the values of M+ and M− are specified before the total mass is
normalised.
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Figure 28: Colour scale plots of the solutions for M+ = M− and Z = 1. Here we
see that q and A are symmetric functions whilst p and p̄ are antisymmetric, as was
predicted.
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Figure 29: Graphs showing C as a function of M− for Z = 1.5. From the graph on
the left we can see that there exists an M− such that C = 0. Newton’s method gave
an estimate of M = 0.2909. This is shown by the black dot in the right graph. We
were able to obtain a more accurate estimation by considering mass values in the
neighbourhood of the original guess.
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Figure 30: The graph on the left depicts M− as a function of Z such that C ' 0, with
M+ = 1. A polynomial was fitted to the measured values and used to interpolate the
appropriate masses for unmeasured separation distances. The outcome of which is
summarised in the table of the right.



















We use this polynomial in the application of Netwon’s method to obtain an estimate
of M− such that C = 0. We then calculate the curvature parameter for a set of mass
values in the neighbourhood of the estimate. Once again we fit a polynomial and
apply Newtons method to find a more accurate value of the root. The values of C
that were found are shown in Fig. 29. The final root was found to be M− = 0.3007.
The corresponding value of C and its errors are
C = 6.44× 10−6, EA(C) = 2.75× 10−5. (9.93)
Clearly, the absolute error is larger than the curvature parameter. It is difficult to
say exactly where this error comes from. Increasing the maximum value of ρ does
decrease this error, suggesting that this may be the issue. However, it may also be
due to the fact that resolving around zero can be challenging and we require a cut-off
point where we choose to approximate C as zero.
By following the process outlined above, we were able to find a mass value for
each Z such that the curvature parameter was approximately zero. Plotting these
values against each other then allowed us to approximate M− as a function of Z.
The accuracy of this model is then checked by using this function to estimate M− for
previously uncalculated separation distances. The outcome of this is shown in Fig.
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Figure 31: An illustration of the iterative process. We specify γn at the initial radius,
ρ0, and perform the evolution. Calculation of the corresponding curvature parameter
Cn then allows us to construct γn+1. This process is continued until Cn+j = 0.
30. We see here that as the approximation C ' 0 gets better, the associated absolute
error gets worse. This is the same sort of behaviour mentioned above.
9.3.4 Iteratively constructing asymptotically flat binary black hole data
In the above section, we saw that by choosing our freedoms appropriately, we could
find cases where the curvature parameter vanishes. The mass and separation distance
are not the only freedoms available to us. So far we have always assumed that [A]γ̇ = 0
but we need not do this. By making an appropriate choice, it may be possible to pick
our initial data such that C = 0. Quantities such as p, p̄ and κ already possess the








where γ ∈ R is a constant of our choice. Making the time derivative of the auxiliary
metric proportional to hab has the effect of only changing the initial data for q.
The ratio of the separation distance to the total mass is a catalytic choice made for
convenience (i.e. it accelerates the convergence C → 0). Since γ acts as a correction
term for our initial data we call it the ‘correction scalar ’. Suppose that we have
made an appropriate choice of γ. Then we solve for the corresponding solutions
{(γ)A, (γ)q, (γ)p, (γ)p̄} and calculate the curvature parameter Cn. In an ideal setting, it
would be enough to subtract this term away. In general, this will not work. However,
we claim that the absolute value of Cn+1 will be smaller than the absolute value of
Cn. i.e.
|Cn| > |Cn+1|. (9.95)
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This prompts us to construct γ iteratively,
γn =
{
0, n = 0∑n−1
i=0 Ci, else
(9.96)
with γ being the γn such that Cn = 0. This iterative process is depicted in Fig. 31.
We will now apply this model to three cases which we summarise, before discussing
the results.
Case 1, M+ = 1,M− = 1, Z = 1:
For this case, only two iterations were needed until C had a sufficiently small
magnitude:
C = −2.22× 10−8, EA(C) = 3.27× 10−8. (9.97)
The corresponding correction scalar was:
γ = 7.78× 10−3, EA(γ) = 2.40× 10−5, (9.98)
which had mass,
m = 9.50× 10−1, EA(m) = 3.24× 10−4, mADM = 1.9. (9.99)
Case 2, M+ = 1,M− = 1/2, Z = 1:
A total of eleven iterations were needed here to give a sufficiently small curvature
parameter:
C = −6.43× 10−8, EA(C) = 5.00× 10−8, (9.100)
which had correction scalar
γ = 4.88× 10−3, EA(γ) = 3.20× 10−5, (9.101)
and mass
m = 9.49× 10−1, EA(m) = 1.55× 10−4, mADM = 1.42. (9.102)
Case 3, M+ = 1,M− = 1, Z = 3/2:
Nineteen iterations were used to get the values:
C = −8.20× 10−8, EA(C) = 1.23× 10−8. (9.103)
The corresponding correction scalar was:
γ = 2.34× 10−2, EA(γ) = 4.89× 10−5. (9.104)
The evolution gave rise to the total mass
m = 7.69× 10−1, EA(m) = 2.35× 10−3, mADM = 1.54. (9.105)
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Figure 32: Colour maps for the three iterative cases considered above. The solution
corresponding to each case is given in the columns.
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Figure 33: The initial data and m as a function of the separation distance for fixed
mass parameters M+ = M−.
The solutions for each of the considered cases are shown in Fig. 32. Note that they
are not intended to be indicative of all possible situations, however these cases will
help us investigate the dependence of m on Z.
For all of the above cases the curvature parameter had the same magnitude as the
corresponding absolute error. This is similar to what has been seen in the previous
section.
In the Section 9.2.4, we asserted that we would expect m to be constant once the
separation distance had been fixed. By comparing cases 1 and 2 we get,
m = 9.49× 10−1, EA(m) = 5.15× 10−3, (9.106)
where the above error is measured by doubling M− not ρmax. The error here is
sufficiently small and hence lends support to the prediction. To study how m changes
with Z, we fix M+ = M−. The equations are then solved using the iterative scheme
for various separation distances. Both γ and m are plotted as functions of Z in Fig.
33. As the separation distance increase, the embedding mass decreases. This means
that the ADM mass will always be smaller than the total mass. It is difficult to say
why this is. It is of course possible that we are not dealing with binary black holes.
To check this one would need to calculate the apparent horizons. Such a calculation
is difficult in this model as the restriction r > Z must be made. Finally we note
that the correction scalar can be modelled as a quadratic polynomial. We test this
by considering Z = 1.35 and calculating the numerical value (N)γ and comparing it
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to our predicted value (P )γ:
(P )γ = 1.76× 10−2, (N)γ = 1.76× 10−2, | (P )γ − (N)γ| = 6.29× 10−8. (9.107)
The error in our prediction is significantly lower than its magnitude and hence it is
reasonable to model the correction scalar in this way.
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10 Summary and conclusions
We first studied the strongly hyperbolic formulation of the constraints (Eqs. (6.25)
and (6.26)). By considering non-linear perturbations of asymptotically hyperboloidal
initial data within the Minkowski space-time, we were able to construct a family of
spherically symmetric solutions that were also asymptotically hyperboloidal. As a
consequence of Birkhoff’s theorem we were able to show that this family of solutions
could be embedded into a Schwarzschild solution with mass M . Even though these
data sets were asymptotically hyperboloidal, they only satisfied the hyperbolicity
condition (Eq. (6.49)) for a finite region. We studied this transition from hyperbolic
to non-hyperbolic by considering linear perturbations of the data sets. The resulting
data sets, found from the linear perturbations, were found to be asymptotically hy-
perboloidal as well. Moreover, the IVP was well-posed within the class of solutions
with finitely many modes. This result was surprising for two reasons: Firstly, the
same statement could not be made about perturbations to asymptotically flat data
sets (due to the decay rates) [29], and secondly elliptic equations do not typically have
a well posed IVP. We were able to explain this phenomenon by considering an equi-
valent second order system. In this system, the transition from hyperbolic to elliptic
was emphasized, and manifested itself as a change of sign in the speed term. After
the transition point, the speed term decayed to zero sufficiently fast such that the
expected dynamics of exponential growth was controlled. The second order system
was also used to formulate the linearised strongly hyperbolic formulation as BVP,
where we showed that it was possible to solve the equations for boundary data with
infinitely many modes. This is where we ended our studies of this formulation.
We then proceeded to examine linear and non-linear perturbations to spherically
symmetric and asymptotically hyperboloidal data sets, within the framework of the
parabolic-hyperbolic formulation of the constraints (Eqs. (6.40)-(6.42)). Since the
parabolicity condition (Eq. (6.56)) did not depend on the solutions themselves, we
were able to choose the free data such that the condition was satisfied for the entire
evolution. This meant that the equations would always give rise to a well-posed IVP.
However, this did not guarantee that the geometry of the data set would be stable to
perturbations. We were able to show that our chosen data set was stable to both linear
and non-linear perturbations. More specifically, the solutions produced by perturbing
the initial data, were also asymptotically hyperboloidal.
This outcome motivated us to study asymptotically flat data sets within this
formulation. Inspired by [7] we restricted ourselves to the class of metrics that took a
Kerr-Schild form. Here, we found that non-linear perturbations to the Schwarzschild
solution (in Kerr-Schild coordinates) were only asymptotically flat if the value of q was
unchanged (i.e. C = 0). In spite of this, we adapted the method presented by Bishop
in [7] to generate data sets that describe binary black holes. Due to the symmetries
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of our chosen foliation, we are able to show that the solutions found through the
use of our model would asymptotically approach the spherically symmetric family
of solutions that we found by perturbing the Schwarzschild solution (in Kerr-Schild
coordinates). Even though we could not guarantee asymptotic flatness, we were able
to find non-trivial binary black hole data sets that were asymptotically flat. Moreover,
by adapting our initial data iteratively, we were able to construct asymptotically flat
data sets.
Both formulations presented pros and cons. In the strongly hyperbolic formula-
tion, the 3-metric is part of the free data and as such we are able to choose it such
that the metric, but not necessarily the second fundamental form, will have the de-
sired asymptotic geometry. However, since the hyperbolicity condition depends on
one of the solutions of the equations it is not generally possible to guarantee that the
hyperbolicity condition will remain satisfied throughout the evolution. Conversely,
in the parabolic-hyperbolic formulation we are only able to pick the 2-metric, and as
such we have little control over the geometry. However, the parabolicity condition
depends on our choice of free data, and hence we can at least guarantee that the
equations will always have a well-posed IVP. We also note that both formulations
were somehow ‘more stable’ for asymptotically hyperboloidal geometries than they
were for asymptotically flat ones. It remains to be seen if this is still true when the
data sets are not axially symmetric.
It is the opinion of the author that, of the two formations, the parabolic-hyperbolic
formulation was the most useful for numerical purposes. This is because we are able
to guarantee that the equations will have a well-posed IVP, and hence we could ensure
that our binary black hole model would always have well-behaved solutions. However,
since we were unable guarantee the final geometry of the black holes, their physical
significance is unclear. Further, the data sets we constructed that were asymptotically
flat will not be stable to perturbation, as small changes to the initial data will result
in a geometry that is no longer asymptotically flat.
In future work, we could impose a condition on the space-time function V such
that the resulting data is asymptotically hyperboloidal, as these geometries were
stable under perturbation. Our code could also be generalised to describe rotating
black holes, as was considered in [41, 42]. For this, an additional freedom would
need to be introduced to describe the interaction of the spins of the black holes.
It is also unclear if the data we found really did describe binary black holes. To
confirm that our model really did generate binary black hole data we would need to
calculate the apparent horizons. We may be unable to do this due to the presence
of a surface with a bifurcation point. We speculate that this need not be a problem.
One possible way of dealing with this is to split the space into two submanifolds
Σ− := {(x, y, z) ∈ R3 | z < 0} and Σ+ := {(x, y, z) ∈ R3 | z > 0}. The constraints
could then be solved in each submanifold independent of one another. A boundary
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condition would then need to be imposed on the z = 0 plane to ensure that the
solutions could be joined smoothly.
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A Lie derivatives
Owing to the fact that partial derivatives are not tensorial derivatives it is necessary
to define a derivative operator that does transform like a tensor. The standard way
to do this is to introduce a connection term Γabc such that the resulting operator has
the desired transformation properties. This is not the only way to do it. Another way
is to use a congruence of curves to Lie drag a tensor field from a point P to a point
Q and then compare the dragged field to the one already there. We now endeavour
to outline how this is done, and will base our discussion on [43].
Suppose V a(x) is a vector field defined over the entire manifold, M , and let x be
the coordinates. A congruence of curves can be defined by solving the ODE system,
∂xa
∂u
= V a(x(u)), (A.1)
where u is an associated parameter. Standard results of ODE theory tell us that a
unique solution to the above equation exits at least locally. We want to use V a(x) to
differentiate the (2, 0)-tensor field T ab(x). We have restricted ourselves to this type
of tensor to ease calculations, this need not be done and it is straight forward to
generalise the results. The congruence of curves produced from Eq. (A.1) to drag
the tensor T ab(x) from a point P to a neighbouring point Q. This is done by picking
a curve from the congruence that connects the two points and using it to define the
‘point transformation’
P → Q, ya = xa + hV a(x), (A.2)
where h ∈ R+ is a small constant. The key to this is that the coordinate systems ya
and xa are the same and hence we have,
∂ya
∂xb




























The exact tensor field at Q can be approximated by a Taylor expansion.
T ab(yc) = T ab(xc + hV c(x)) = T ab(xc) + hV c∂cT
ab(x) +O(h2). (A.5)
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This finally puts us in a position to define the ‘Lie derivative’.
LV T ab := lim
h→0
T ab(y)− T̃ ab(y)
h
, (A.6)
which has explicit formula,
LV T ab = V c∂cT ab − T cb∂cV a − T ac∂cV b. (A.7)
As mentioned, this formula can be generalised for a general (p, q)-tensor field.
LV T a1...apb1...bq = V c∂cT a1...apb1...bq − T c...apb1...bq∂cXa1 − · · ·+ T a1...apc...bq∂b1Xc + · · ·.
(A.8)
It is always possible to introduce a coordinate system such that any curve passing
through a point P is defined by only varying x0, keeping x1, x2, x3 constant. In this
coordinate system we have,
V a=̇(1, 0, 0, 0)⇒ LV T ab = ∂0T ab. (A.9)
We end by summarising some important properties of the Lie derivative.
1. Linearity:
LV (αW a + βUa) = αLVW a + βLVUa. (A.10)
2. Product Rule:
LV (V aUbc) = W aLVUbc + UbcLVW a. (A.11)
3. Commutes with contraction:
δabLV T ba = LV T aa. (A.12)
4. Standard directional derivative for a scalar field u:
LV u = V a∂au. (A.13)
II
B Black hole model: calculations
In this appendix we state all of the formulas that were used for modelling binary
black holes (see section 9.2.3).
B.1 Coordinate free
B.1.1 Extrinsic 3-curvature




A (∇a (V lb) +∇b (V la)− ∂t (γab)) , (B.1)
which can be decomposed as,
Kab = κNaNb + paNb + pbNa + qab. (B.2)
We aim to find an explicit formula for κ, pa, and qab, for (∂tγab) = 0. We begin with




ANaN b (∇a(V lb) +∇b(V la))















NaN b∇aNb = 0
= ANa∇a(V A−1) NaNa = 1
= la∂a(V A
−1) Na = A−1la. (B.3)




NaKab =κNa + pb =
1
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Na = Alb (B.4)
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(σ)∇c(ld) + (σ)∇d(lc)− Cedcle − Cecdle
)







(σ)∇c(ld) + (σ)∇d(lc)− 2Cecdle︸ ︷︷ ︸
I
 Ceab = Ceba. (B.5)
































(σ)∇c(V lnld) + (σ)∇d(V lcln)− (σ)∇n(V lcld)
)






















(σ)∇ c)V + 2
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ln (σ)∇dln = 0. (B.6)




























The formula for the extrinsic 2-curvature is,
kab = −hca∇cNb = − (σ)∇aNb + CeabNe. (B.9)
The trace of which is,



















(σ)∇aγbd + (σ)∇bγad − (σ)∇dγab
)






(σ)∇a(V lbld) + (σ)∇b(V lald)− (σ)∇d(V lalb)
)
Nd γab = δab − V lalb
= −habNd (σ)∇a (V ldlb) = − (l)A−1habld (σ)∇a (V ldlb) Na = (l)Ala
= −V (l)A−1hab (σ)∇alb habNa = 0
= −V (l)A−1δab (σ)∇alb la (σ)∇bla = 0. (B.11)
Now we consider II.
−hab (σ)∇aNb = −hab
(
lb
(σ)∇a (l)A+ (l)A (σ)∇alb
)
= −hab (l)A (σ)∇alb habla = 0
= −δab (l)A (σ)∇alb. (B.12)
This finally gives,






k = − (δ)Aδab (σ)∇alb. (B.14)
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B.2 Coordinates: (r, θ, φ)
In this coordinate system we treat ρ = ρ(r, θ, φ) as a function.
B.2.1 Derivatives of ρ











r2 + Z2 ± 2rZ cos(θ). (B.15)
The first order derivatives of r± are,
∂rr± =






















































The second and third order derivatives of ρ are,
∂j∂iρ = 2ρwi∂jρ+ ρ
2∂jwi, (B.21)
∂k∂j∂iρ = 2ρ∂jρ∂jwi + ρ
2∂k∂jwi + 2 (∂kρ∂jρ+ ρ∂k∂jρ)wi + 2ρ∂jρ∂kwi. (B.22)
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B.2.2 Derivatives of la
The general form of la is,


















































































S2 (3∂jS∂iS + S∂j∂iS) . (B.30)
The first order derivatives of la.
∂iR =∂i$∂rρ+$∂i∂rρ, (B.31)
∂iT =∂i$∂θρ+$∂i∂θρ. (B.32)
The second order derivatives of la.





∂r∂iT = ∂r∂i$∂θρ+ ∂i$∂r∂θρ+ ∂r$∂i∂θρ+$∂r∂i∂θρ (B.34)
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B.3 Coordinates: (ρ, ϑ, ϕ)










Under these transformations we have that r 7→ r(θ).





























∂ϑ∂rρ = ∂θ∂rρ+ ∂ϑr(ϑ)∂
2
rρ. (B.39)



















ṙ (ϑ)2 ± 2Z sin(ϑ)
)




r (ϑ) + Z cos (ϑ)
r±
. (B.42)
Finally, the 2D Ricci scalar is,
(2)R =





1   """
2   This code uses the Axial symmetric spin-weighted function module (written by 
Leon Escobar who made it avaliable at
3   http://gravity.otago.ac.nz/wiki/index.php/People/LeonEscobar).
4   
5   We divide this code into three main sections, 'Classes', 'Functions', and 'Main 
Code'.
6   Classes:
7   (1) PotentialFunctions defines all needed derivatives of rho (which we call 
t).
8   (2) FreeFunctions defines all quantites needed for the PDE system.
9   (3) r_of_t_and_theta creates r as a function of t (rho) and theta (o).
10   Functions:
11   (1) Class Functions creates functions that uses Classes to evaluate the free 
data at all points.
12   (2) Solution Functions creates functions needed to handel the solutions.
13   (3) Initial data functions creates the inital data for the PDE.
14   Main:
15   (1) Defines and solves the PDE for given model data .
16   """
17   
18   ####################################################################
19   #---------------------------- Set up ------------------------------#
20   ####################################################################
21   
22   #------------------------# 
23   # Imports needed modules #
24   #------------------------#
25   
26   import gc
27   import os
28   import sys
29   gc.enable()
30   import numpy as np
31   import sympy as sy
32   from heat import *
33   from scipy.integrate import odeint
34   sys.path.append('/maybehome/jritchie') # To include the path where the is module 
Spin_Weight_Functions
35   from Axial_Spin_Weight_Functions_UltraFast import python_module
36   
37   
38   
39   ####################################################################
40   #----------------------------- Classes ----------------------------#
41   ####################################################################
42   
43   class PotentialFunctions():
44   """
45   This class is for t and its derivatives in the (r,theta,phi) coordinate 
system. 
46   Moreover, r(theta) and its derivatives are in the class for the 
(t,theta,phi) coordinate system  
47   """
48   def __init__( self, t, r, o, M = 1., m = 0., Z = 0. ):
49   """
50   Creates the class and calculates r+ and r- as well as its derivatives.
51   Input:
52   (1,2,3): t, r, o - t = constant and the coordnates (r,o).
53   (4,5,6): M, m, Z - The two masses and the distance from r = 0 to m.
54   """
55   ## Basic Data ##
56   self.M, self.m, self.Z = float( M/( m + M ) ), float( m/( m + M ) ),
float( Z )
57   self.r, self.o, self.t = float( r ), float( o ), float( t )
58   
59   ## rplus and rmins and their squares ##
60   self.rplus = np.sqrt( r**2. + Z**2. + 2.*Z*r*np.cos(o) )
61   self.rplus2 = r**2. + Z**2. + 2.*Z*r*np.cos(o)
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62   self.rminus = np.sqrt( r**2. + Z**2. - 2.*Z*r*np.cos(o) )
63   self.rminus2 = r**2. + Z**2. - 2.*Z*r*np.cos(o)
64   
65   ## First order derivatives of rplus and rminus ##
66   self.drplusdr = (r + (Z)*np.cos(o))/self.rplus
67   self.drminusdr = (r-Z*np.cos(o))/self.rminus
68   self.drplusdo_sino = -(r*Z)/self.rplus; self.drplusdo = self.
drplusdo_sino*np.sin(o)
69   self.drminusdo_sino = r*Z/self.rminus; self.drminusdo = self.
drminusdo_sino*np.sin(o)
70   
71   ## Second order derivative of rplus and rminus ##
72   self.d2rplusdr2 = (1. - (self.drplusdr**2.))/self.rplus
73   self.d2rminusdr2 = (1. - (self.drminusdr**2.))/self.rminus
74   self.d2rplusdrdo_sino = (-Z-self.drplusdo_sino*self.drplusdr )/self.rplus
75   self.d2rplusdrdo = np.sin(o)*self.d2rplusdrdo_sino
76   self.d2rminusdrdo_sino = (Z-self.drminusdo_sino*self.drminusdr)/self.
rminus
77   self.d2rminusdrdo = np.sin(o)*self.d2rminusdrdo_sino
78   self.d2rplusdo2 = (-r*(Z)*np.cos(o)-(self.drplusdo)**2.)/self.rplus
79   self.d2rminusdo2 = (r*Z*np.cos(o) -(self.drminusdo)**2.)/self.rminus
80   
81   #--------------------------------#
82   #- First order derivatives of t -#
83   #--------------------------------#
84   
85   def dtdr( self ):
86   """
87   First derivative of t w.r.t r.
88   Input:
89   No input required.
90   """
91   ## Basic Data ##
92   t, M, m = self.t, self.M, self.m
93   
94   ## Pre-computions of r[+/-] ##
95   rplus2, rminus2 = self.rplus2, self.rminus2
96   drplusdr, drminusdr = self.drplusdr, self.drminusdr
97   
98   return ( t**2. )*( M*drplusdr/rplus2 + m*drminusdr/rminus2 )
99   
100   def dtdo_sino( self ):
101   """
102   First derivative of t w.r.t o, without the sin(o) factor.
103   Input:
104   No input required.
105   """
106   ## Basic Data ##
107   t, M, m = self.t, self.M, self.m
108   
109   ## Pre-computions of r[+/-] ##
110   rplus2, rminus2 = self.rplus2, self.rminus2
111   drplusdo_sino, drminusdo_sino = self.drplusdo_sino, self.drminusdo_sino
112   
113   return ( t**2. )*( M*drplusdo_sino/rplus2 + m*drminusdo_sino/rminus2 )
114   
115   #---------------------------------#
116   #- Second order derivatives of t -#
117   #---------------------------------#
118   
119   def d2tdr2( self, DtDr ):
120   """
121   Second derivative of t w.r.t r.
122   Input:
123   (1) DtDr - First derivative of t w.r.t r.
124   """
125   ## Basic Data ##
126   t, M, m = self.t, self.M, self.m
127   
X
128   ## Pre-computions of r[+/-] ##
129   rplus2, rminus2 = self.rplus2, self.rminus2
130   drplusdr, drminusdr = self.drplusdr, self.drminusdr
131   d2rplusdr2, d2rminusdr2 = self.d2rplusdr2, self.d2rminusdr2
132   
133   ## Product rule ##
134   ProductOne = 2.*t*DtDr*( M*drplusdr/rplus2 + m*drminusdr/rminus2 )
135   ProductM = ( t**2. )*( M*d2rplusdr2 - 2.*M*(drplusdr**2.)/(self.rplus)
)/(rplus2)
136   Productm= (t**2.)*( m*d2rminusdr2 - 2.*m*(self.drminusdr**2.)/(self.
rminus) )/(rminus2)
137   
138   return ProductOne + ProductM + Productm
139   
140   def d2tdrdo_sino( self, DtDo_sino, DtDr ):
141   """
142   Second derivative of t w.r.t o & r.
143   Input:
144   (1) DtDo_sino - First derivative of t w.r.t o, without the sin(o) 
factor.
145   (2) DtDr - First derivative of t w.r.t r.
146   """
147   ## Basic Data ##
148   M, m, Z = self.M, self.m, self.Z
149   r, o, t = self.r, self.o, self.t
150   
151   ## Basic Data ##
152   M, m, Z = self.M, self.m, self.Z
153   r, o, t = self.r, self.o, self.t
154   
155   ## pow( r[+/-], 2. ) ##
156   rp, rm = self.rplus2, self.rminus2
157   
158   ## Pre-calculated derivatives of r[+/-] ##
159   drplusdr, drminusdr = self.drplusdr, self.drminusdr
160   drplusdo_sino, drminusdo_sino = self.drplusdo_sino, self.drminusdo_sino
161   
162   ## wo := dtdo/t ##
163   wo_sino = M*drplusdo_sino/rp + m*drminusdo_sino/rm
164   
165   ## First order derivative of wo w.r.t r ##
166   dwodrM_sino = M*( self.d2rplusdrdo_sino/rp -2.*drplusdr*drplusdo_sino/(
self.rplus**3.) )
167   dwodrm_sino = m*( self.d2rminusdrdo_sino/rm -2.*drminusdr*drminusdo_sino
/(self.rminus**3.) )
168   dwodr_sino = dwodrM_sino + dwodrm_sino
169   
170   return 2.*t*wo_sino*DtDr + pow( t, 2. )*dwodr_sino
171   
172   def dt2do2( self, DtDo ):
173   """
174   Second derivative of t w.r.t o & o.
175   Input:
176   (1) DtDo - First derivative of t w.r.t o.
177   """
178   ## Basic Data ##
179   M, m, Z = self.M, self.m, self.Z
180   r, o, t = self.r, self.o, self.t
181   
182   ## Second derivatives of r[+/-] ##
183   d2rplusdo2, d2rminusdo2 = self.d2rplusdo2, self.d2rminusdo2
184   
185   ## Product rule ##
186   ProductOne = 2.*t*DtDo*( M*self.drplusdo/self.rplus2 + m*self.drminusdo/
self.rminus2 )
187   ProductM = M*(t**2.)*(d2rplusdo2 - 2.*(self.drplusdo**2.)/(self.rplus))/(
self.rplus2)
188   Productm= m*(t**2.)*(d2rminusdo2 - 2.*(self.drminusdo**2.)/(self.rminus
))/(self.rminus2)
XI
189   
190   return ProductOne + ProductM + Productm
191   
192   #--------------------------------#
193   #- Third order derivatives of t -#
194   #--------------------------------#
195   
196   def d3tdr3( self, DtDr, D2tDr2 ):
197   """
198   Third derivative of t w.r.t r, r & r.
199   Input:
200   (1) DtDr - First derivative of t w.r.t r.
201   (2) D2tDr2 - Second derivative of t w.r.t r & r.
202   """
203   ## Basic Data ##
204   M, m, Z = self.M, self.m, self.Z
205   r, o, t = self.r, self.o, self.t
206   
207   ## pow( r[+/-], 2. ) ##
208   rp, rm = self.rplus2, self.rminus2
209   
210   ## Pre-calculated derivatives of r[+/-] ##
211   drplus, drminus = self.drplusdr, self.drminusdr
212   d2rplus, d2rminus = self.d2rplusdr2, self.d2rminusdr2
213   
214   ## Third order derivatives of r[+/-] ##
215   d3rplusdr3 = (-2.*self.rplus*drplus*(d2rplus) - (1.-(drplus**2.))*drplus
)/rp
216   d3rminusdr3 = (-2.*self.rminus*drminus*(d2rminus) - (1.-(drminus**2.))*
drminus)/rm
217   
218   ## wr := dtdr/t ##
219   wr = M*self.drplusdr/rp + m*self.drminusdr/rm
220   
221   ## First order derivative of wr w.r.t r ##
222   dwrdrOne = M*self.d2rplusdr2/rp + m*self.d2rminusdr2/rm
223   dwrdrTwo = 2.*(M*((self.drplusdr)**2.)/self.rplus**3. + m*((self.
drminusdr)**2.)/self.rminus**3.)
224   dwrdr = dwrdrOne - dwrdrTwo
225   
226   ## Second order derivative of wr w.r.t r & r ##
227   d2wrdr2M = M*( (6.*drplus**3.)/(rp**2.) -6.*drplus*d2rplus/(self.rplus**
3.) + d3rplusdr3/rp )
228   d2wrdr2m = m*( (6.*drminus**3.)/(rm**2.) -6.*drminus*d2rminus/(self.
rminus**3.) + d3rminusdr3/rm )
229   d2wrdr2 = d2wrdr2M + d2wrdr2m
230   
231   ## Product Rule ##
232   PartOne = 2.*(DtDr**2.)*( wr ) + 2.*(t*D2tDr2)*( wr ) +2.*t*dwrdr*DtDr
233   PartTwo = 2.*t*dwrdr*DtDr + (t**2.)*d2wrdr2
234   
235   return PartOne + PartTwo
236   
237   def d3tdrdo2( self, DtDr, DtDo, D2tDrDo ):
238   """
239   Third derivative of t w.r.t r, o & o.
240   Input:
241   (1) DtDr - First derivative of t w.r.t r.
242   (2) DtDr - First derivative of t w.r.t o.
243   (3) D2tDrDo - Second derivative of t w.r.t r & o.
244   """
245   ## Basic Data ##
246   M, m, Z = self.M, self.m, self.Z
247   r, o, t = self.r, self.o, self.t
248   
249   ## pow( r[+/-], 2. ) ##
250   rp, rm = self.rplus2, self.rminus2
251   
252   ## Pre-calculated derivatives of r[+/-] ##
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253   drplusdr, drminusdr = self.drplusdr, self.drminusdr
254   d2rplusdr2, d2rminusdr2 = self.d2rplusdr2, self.d2rminusdr2
255   drplusdo, drminusdo = self.drplusdo, self.drminusdo
256   d2rplusdo2, d2rminusdo2 = self.d2rplusdo2, self.d2rminusdo2
257   
258   ## Third order derivatives of r[+/-] ##
259   d3rplusdrdo2 = -(Z*np.cos(o)+2.*drplusdo*self.d2rplusdrdo + drplusdr*
d2rplusdo2)/self.rplus
260   d3rminusdrdo2 = (Z*np.cos(o)-2.*drminusdo*self.d2rminusdrdo - drminusdr*
d2rminusdo2)/self.rminus
261   
262   ## wo := dtdo/t ##
263   wo = M*self.drplusdo/rp + m*self.drminusdo/rm
264   
265   ## First order derivative of wo w.r.t r ##
266   dwodrM = M*( self.d2rplusdrdo/rp -2.*drplusdr*drplusdo/(self.rplus**3.) )
267   dwodrm = m*( self.d2rminusdrdo/rm -2.*drminusdr*drminusdo/(self.rminus**
3.) )
268   dwodr = dwodrM + dwodrm
269   
270   ## First order derivative of wo w.r.t o ##
271   dwodoM = M*( d2rplusdo2/rp -2.*(drplusdo**2.)/(self.rplus**3.) )
272   dwodom = m*( self.d2rminusdo2/rm -2.*(drminusdo**2.)/(self.rminus**3.) )
273   dwodo = dwodoM + dwodom
274   
275   ## Second order derivative of wo w.r.t r & o ##
276   d2wodrdoMOne = M*( 6.*(drplusdo**2.)*drplusdr -4.*self.rplus*drplusdo*
self.d2rplusdrdo )/(rp**2.)
277   d2wodrdoMTwo = M*( self.rplus*d3rplusdrdo2 -2.*d2rplusdo2*drplusdr )/(
self.rplus**3.)
278   d2wodrdomOne = m*( 6.*(drminusdo**2.)*drminusdr -4.*self.rminus*drminusdo
*self.d2rminusdrdo )/(rm**2.)
279   d2wodrdomTwo = m*( self.rminus*d3rminusdrdo2 -2.*d2rminusdo2*drminusdr
)/(self.rminus**3.)
280   d2wodrdo = d2wodrdoMOne+d2wodrdoMTwo+d2wodrdomOne+d2wodrdomTwo
281   
282   ## Product rule ##
283   PartOne = 2.*(DtDr*DtDo)*( wo ) + 2.*(t*D2tDrDo)*( wo ) +2.*t*dwodr*DtDo
284   PartTwo = 2.*t*DtDr*dwodo + (t**2.)*d2wodrdo
285   
286   return PartOne+PartTwo
287   
288   
289   def d3tdodr2( self, DtDr, D2tDr2 ):
290   """
291   Third derivative of t w.r.t r, o & r.
292   Input:
293   (1) DtDr - First derivative of t w.r.t r.
294   (2) D2tDr2 - Second derivative of t w.r.t r & r.
295   """
296   ## Basic Data ##
297   M, m, Z = self.M, self.m, self.Z
298   r, o, t = self.r, self.o, self.t
299   
300   ## pow( r[+/-], 2. ) ##
301   rp, rm = self.rplus2, self.rminus2
302   
303   ## Pre-calculated derivatives of r[+/-] ##
304   drplusdr, drminusdr = self.drplusdr, self.drminusdr
305   d2rplusdr2, d2rminusdr2 = self.d2rplusdr2, self.d2rminusdr2
306   drplusdo, drminusdo = self.drplusdo, self.drminusdo
307   d2rplusdo2, d2rminusdo2 = self.d2rplusdo2, self.d2rminusdo2
308   
309   ## Third order derivatives of r[+/-] ##
310   d3rplusdr2do = -(2.*drplusdr*self.d2rplusdrdo +drplusdo*d2rplusdr2)/self.
rplus
311   d3rminusdr2do = -(2.*drminusdr*self.d2rminusdrdo +drminusdo*d2rminusdr2)/
self.rminus
312   
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313   ## wo := dtdo/t ##
314   wo = M*self.drplusdo/rp + m*self.drminusdo/rm
315   
316   ## First order derivative of wo w.r.t r ##
317   dwodrM = M*( self.d2rplusdrdo/rp -2.*drplusdr*drplusdo/(self.rplus**3.) )
318   dwodrm = m*( self.d2rminusdrdo/rm -2.*drminusdr*drminusdo/(self.rminus**
3.) )
319   dwodr = dwodrM + dwodrm
320   
321   ## Second order derivative of wo w.r.t r & r ##
322   d2wodr2PartOneM = 6.*M*drplusdo*(drplusdr**2.)/(rp**2.)+M*d3rplusdr2do/rp
323   d2wodr2PartTwoM = 2.*M*( 2.*drplusdr*self.d2rplusdrdo + drplusdo*
d2rplusdr2 )/(self.rplus**3.)
324   d2wodr2PartOnem = 6.*m*drminusdo*(drminusdr**2.)/(rm**2.) + m*
d3rminusdr2do/rm
325   d2wodr2PartTwom = 2.*m*( 2.*drminusdr*self.d2rminusdrdo + drminusdo*
d2rminusdr2 )/(self.rminus**3.)
326   d2wodr2 = d2wodr2PartOneM - d2wodr2PartTwoM + d2wodr2PartOnem -
d2wodr2PartTwom
327   
328   ## Product rule ##
329   PartOne = 2.*(DtDr**2.)*wo+2.*t*dwodr*DtDr+2.*t*wo*D2tDr2
330   PartTwo = 2.*t*DtDr*dwodr + (t**2.)*d2wodr2
331   
332   return PartOne + PartTwo
333   
334   #--------------------------------#
335   #- Derivatives of r(theta)=r(o) -#
336   #--------------------------------#
337   
338   def drdo_sino( self ):
339   """
340   First derivative of r(theta) w.r.t theta, without the sin(theta) factor.
341   Input:
342   No input required.
343   """
344   ## Basic data ##
345   r, o = self.r, self.o; t= self.t
346   M, m, Z = self.M, self.m, self.Z
347   rplus, rminus = self.rplus, self.rminus
348   
349   ## Top part of the fraction ##
350   top = r*Z*( M/(rplus**3.)-m/(rminus**3.) )
351   
352   ## Bottom part of the fraction ##
353   bottom_plus = (M/(rplus**3.))*( r + Z*np.cos(o) )
354   bottom_minus = (m/(rminus**3.))*( r - Z*np.cos(o) )
355   bottom = bottom_plus+bottom_minus
356   
357   return top/bottom
358   
359   def d2rdo2( self, dr ):
360   """
361   Second derivative of r(theta) w.r.t theta.
362   Input:
363   (1) dr - First derivative of r(theta) w.r.t theta.
364   """
365   ## Basic data ##
366   r, o, t = self.r, self.o, self.t
367   M, m, Z = self.M, self.m, self.Z
368   rp, rm = self.rplus, self.rminus
369   
370   ## First order derivative of rplus and rminus ##
371   drpdo = (dr*(r+Z*np.cos(o)) - r*Z*np.sin(o))/rp
372   drmdo = (dr*(r-Z*np.cos(o)) + r*Z*np.sin(o))/rm
373   
374   ## d2r[+/-]/dO2 = u[+/-]d2r/dO2 + f[+/-] ## 
375   up, um = (r+Z*np.cos( o ))/rp, (r-Z*np.cos( o ))/rm
376   fp = (dr*( dr - 2.*Z*np.sin(o) ) - r*Z*np.cos(o) - (drpdo**2.))/rp
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377   fm = (dr*( dr + 2.*Z*np.sin(o) ) + r*Z*np.cos(o) - (drmdo**2.))/rm
378   
379   ## Fraction ##
380   Top = M*( 2.*(drpdo**2.)/rp - fp )/(rp**2.) + m*( 2.*(drmdo**2.)/rm -fm
)/(rm**2.)
381   Bottom = M*up/(rp**2.)+m*um/(rm**2.);
382   
383   return Top/Bottom
384   
385   
386   class FreeFunctions():
387   """
388   This class is for calculating all of the free data at a single point.
389   """
390   def __init__( self, t, r, o, dt_dr, dt_sinodo, d2t_dr2, d2t_dodrsino, d2t_do2
, \
391   d3t_dr3, d3t_dr2do, d3t_do2dr, dr_dosino, d2r_do2, y ):
392   """
393   Creates the class and calcualtes repeated quantities.
394   Input: 
395   (1,2,3):  t, r, o - t = constant and the coordnates (r,o).
396   (4,5): dt_dr, dt_sinodo - All  first order derivatves of t w.r.t 
(r,o).
397   (6,7,8): 2t_dr2, d2t_dodr, d2t_do2 - All second order derivatives of 
t w.r.t (r,o).
398   (9,10): dr_dosino, d2r_do2 - Derivate of r(theta) on t = constant.
399   (11): y - factor in time-derivative.
400   """
401   ## Basic varriables ##
402   self.t, self.r, self.o = t, r, o
403   
404   ## Derivatives of r ##
405   self.d2r_do2, self.drdo_sino = d2r_do2, dr_dosino; self.drdo = dr_dosino*
np.sin(o)
406   
407   ## Peanut metric functions ##
408   self.v, self.y = -2./t, y; self.h22 = (dt_sinodo*np.sin(o)/dt_dr)**2. + r
**2.
409   
410   ## Derivatives of v ##
411   self.dvdr, self.dvdo = (2./pow( self.t, 2. ))*dt_dr, (2./pow( self.t, 2.
))*dt_sinodo*np.sin(o)
412   
413   ## O derivative of derivatives of t ##
414   self.dtdodO = d2t_do2 + self.drdo*d2t_dodrsino*np.sin(o)
415   self.dtdrdO = d2t_dodrsino*np.sin(o) + self.drdo*d2t_dr2
416   
417   ## O derivative of h22 ##
418   self.dh22_dOsino = 2.*((dt_sinodo)*(dt_dr*self.dtdodO-dt_sinodo*np.sin(o
)*self.dtdrdO)/(dt_dr**3.)+dr_dosino*r)
419   self.dh22dO = self.dh22_dOsino*np.sin(o)
420   
421   ## First order derivatives of t ##
422   self.dtdr, self.dtdo_sino = dt_dr, dt_sinodo; self.dtdo = np.sin(o)*
dt_sinodo
423   
424   ## Second order derivatives of t ##
425   self.d2tdr2, self.d2tdrdo, self.d2tdo2 = d2t_dr2, d2t_dodrsino*np.sin(o),
d2t_do2
426   self.d2t_dodrsino = d2t_dodrsino
427   
428   ## S=gUU[a,b]dtdx[a]dtdx[b] ##
429   self.S = dt_dr**2. +(dt_sinodo*np.sin(o)/r)**2.
430   
431   ## First order derivatives of S ##
432   self.dSdr = 2.*( dt_dr*d2t_dr2 -(self.dtdo**2.)/(r**3.) +self.dtdo*self.
d2tdrdo/(r**2.) )
433   self.dSdo = 2.*( (d2t_do2*self.dtdo/(r**2.))+ dt_dr*self.d2tdrdo )
434   
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435   ## Second order derivatives of S ##
436   self.d2Sdr2 = 2.*(d2t_dr2**2.+dt_dr*d3t_dr3)+2.*self.dtdo*( 3.*self.dtdo/
r -2.*self.d2tdrdo)/pow( r, 3. ) \
437   +2.*( self.dtdo*d3t_dr2do + pow( self.d2tdrdo, 2. ) )/pow( r, 2.
) \
438   -4.*( self.dtdo*self.d2tdrdo )/pow( r, 3. )
439   self.d2Sdrdo = 2.*( d2t_dr2*self.d2tdrdo+dt_dr*d3t_dr2do-2.*self.dtdo*
self.d2tdo2/(r**3.) \
440   +(self.d2tdrdo*d2t_do2+self.dtdo*d3t_do2dr)/(r**2.) )
441   
442   ## Minkowski Normalisation factor ##
443   self.MinkNorm = pow( np.sqrt( dt_dr**2. +(dt_sinodo*np.sin(o)/r)**2 ), -
1. )
444   
445   ## First order derivatives of MinkNorm ##
446   self.dMinkAdr = -(self.MinkNorm**3.)*self.dSdr/2.
447   self.dMinkAdo = -(self.MinkNorm**3.)*self.dSdo/2.
448   
449   ## Second order derivatives of MinkNorm ##
450   self.d2MinkAdr2 = -(3.*(self.S**2.)*(self.dSdr**2.)+(self.S**3.)*self.
d2Sdr2)/2.
451   self.d2MinkAdodr = -(3.*(self.S**2.)*self.dSdr*self.dSdo +(self.S**3.)*
self.d2Sdrdo)/2.
452   
453   ## Componets of ld ## 
454   self.T_sino = dt_sinodo*self.MinkNorm; self.T = np.sin(o)*self.T_sino
455   self.R = dt_dr*self.MinkNorm
456   
457   ## First order derivatives of ld componets ##
458   self.dRdr = self.MinkNorm*d2t_dr2 + dt_dr*self.dMinkAdr
459   self.dTdr_sino = self.MinkNorm*self.d2t_dodrsino + dt_sinodo*self.dMinkAdr
460   self.dTdr = self.dTdr_sino*np.sin(o)
461   self.dRdo = self.MinkNorm*self.d2tdrdo + dt_dr*self.dMinkAdo
462   self.dTdo = self.MinkNorm*d2t_do2 + self.dtdo*self.dMinkAdo
463   
464   ## Second order derivatives of ld componets ##
465   self.d2Rdr2 = self.d2MinkAdr2*dt_dr+2.*self.dMinkAdr*d2t_dr2+self.
MinkNorm*d3t_dr3
466   self.d2Tdrdo = self.d2MinkAdodr*self.dtdo+self.dMinkAdo*self.d2tdrdo \
467   +self.dMinkAdr*d2t_do2+self.MinkNorm*d3t_do2dr
468   
469   #-----------------------------------#
470   #- Extrinsic 3-quantites (from Kdd)-#
471   #-----------------------------------#
472   
473   def Kappa( self ):
474   """
475   Calculates the curvature quantity kappa = NU[a]NU[b]Kdd[a,b].
476   Input:
477   No input required.
478   """
479   ## Basic data ##
480   r, t = self.r, self.t
481   
482   ## t derivatives ##
483   dtdr, dtdo = self.dtdr, self.dtdo
484   
485   ## Pre-calculated metric pieces ##
486   R, T, v = self.R, self.T, self.v
487   
488   factor = (2.-v)/((t**2.)*pow(1.-v,3./2.))
489   return factor*( R*dtdr + T*dtdo/pow( r, 2. ) )
490   
491   def qddhUU( self ):
492   """
493   Calculates the trace of qdd from hUU[a,b]qdd[a,b].
494   Input:
495   No input required.
496   """
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497   ## Basic Data ##
498   r, o, R, T_sino = self.r, self.o, self.R, self.T_sino; T = T_sino*np.sin(
o)
499   
500   ## Derivatives of ld ##
501   dTdo, dTdr, dRdr, dRdo = self.dTdo, self.dTdr, self.dRdr, self.dRdo
502   
503   ## v and its derivatives ##
504   v, dvdr, dvdo = self.v, self.dvdr, self.dvdo
505   
506   ## Top part ##
507   PartOne = -2.*pow( r, 4. )*(dTdo + dRdr*pow( r, 2. ))*v - dvdr*pow( r*R,
5. )*r*v - dvdo*T*v*pow( r*R, 4. )
508   PartTwo = 2.*dTdo*pow( r*T, 2. )*v - dvdo*pow( T, 5. )*v + dvdo*pow( r*T,
2. )*T*(2 + v)
509   PartThree = dvdr*r*pow( r*R, 3. )*(2.*pow( r, 2. ) + ( pow( r, 2. ) - 2.*
pow( T, 2. ) )*v)
510   PartFour = pow( r, 2. )*R*(2.*dvdr*pow( r, 2. )*(pow( T, 2. ) - pow( r,
2. )))
511   PartFive = pow( r, 2. )*R*v*(2.*(dRdo + dTdr)*pow( r, 2. )*T -4.*pow(r,3.
)+ r*(dvdr*r-2.)*pow( T, 2. )-dvdr*pow(T,4.))
512   PartSix = pow(R,2.)*(2.*dRdr*pow(r,6.)*v - 2.*dvdo*pow(r*T,2.)*T*v +
dvdo*pow(r,4.)*T*(2.+v))
513   PartSeven = -2.*pow( r, 4. )*T_sino*( dvdo*np.sin(o) + v*np.cos(o) )
514   Top = PartOne+PartTwo+PartThree+PartFour+PartFive+PartSix+PartSeven
515   
516   ## Bottom part ##
517   Bottom = pow( r, 6. )*pow( R, 2. )*v + pow( r, 4. )*pow( T, 2. )*v - pow(
r, 6. )
518   
519   return (np.sqrt(1.-v)/2.)*Top/Bottom - 2.*self.y/(self.t)
520   
521   def Q11( self, Q22_sin2o ):
522   """
523   Calculates Q11.
524   Input:
525   (1) Q22_sin2o - Q22 without the sine-squared factor.
526   """
527   ## From trace-free condition ##
528   Out = -Q22_sin2o*( self.h22/pow( self.r, 2. ) )
529   
530   return Out
531   
532   def Q22_sino2( self, q_in ):
533   """
534   Calculates Q22 without the sin(o)**2 factor.
535   Input:
536   (1) q_in - The trace of qdd.
537   """
538   ## Defines q[2,2]/pow( sin(o), 2 ) ##
539   v, r = self.v, self.r; factor = v*np.sqrt(1.-v)/(1.-v)
540   q22_sino2 = factor*(r*self.R + np.cos( self.o )*self.T_sino) - (self.y*(r
**2.))/(self.t)
541   
542   ## Q[2,2] = q[2,2] - q*h[2,2]/2 ##
543   Out = q22_sino2 - q_in*(r**2.)/2.
544   
545   return Out
546   
547   def hUdKddNU( self, kappa ):
548   """
549   Calculates pd[a] := hUd[c,a]NU[b]Kdd[c,b].
550   Input:
551   (1) kappa - the curvature quantity kappa = NU[a]NU[b]Kdd[a,b].
552   """
553   ## Basic data ##
554   t = self.t
555   
XVII
556   ## Derivatives of t ##
557   dtdo, dtdr = self.dtdo, self.dtdr
558   
559   ## Metric components ##
560   R, T = self.R, self.T
561   v = self.v;
562   
563   ## Derivatives of v ##
564   dvdr, dvdo = self.dvdr, self.dvdo
565   
566   ## Derivatives of V/A ##
567   A = np.sqrt( 1. - v )
568   factor = ( 2. - v )/( 2.*( 1. - v ) )
569   dv_Adr, dv_Ado = factor*dvdr/A, factor*dvdo/A
570   
571   ## pd[a] = pr*dr[a] + po*do[a] ##
572   pr = dv_Adr - kappa*R
573   po = dv_Ado - kappa*T
574   
575   ## pd[A] = ( po - dtdo*pr/dtdr )*dO[A] ##
576   return (po - dtdo*pr/dtdr)/2.
577   
578   #-------------------------------#
579   #- Peanut curvature quantities -#
580   #-------------------------------#
581   
582   def kstar11( self, k_star, kstar22 ):
583   """
584   Calculates kstar[1,1].
585   Input:
586   (1) k_star - Trace of the tensor.
587   (2) kstar22 - x[3],x[3] component of kstardd[A,B].
588   """
589   ## Basic data ##
590   t, r, o = self.t, self.r, self.o
591   
592   ## t derivatives ##
593   dt_dr, dt_do = self.dtdr, self.dtdo
594   
595   ## ld components ##
596   R, T = self.R, self.T
597   
598   return self.h22*( k_star - kstar22/pow( self.r, 2. ) )
599   
600   def kstar22_sino2( self ):
601   """
602   Calculates kstar[2,2] without the pow(sin(o),2) factor.
603   Input:
604   No input required.
605   """
606   ## Basic data ##
607   r, o = self.r, self.o
608   
609   ## Metric pieces ##
610   v, R, T_sino = self.v, self.R, self.T_sino
611   T = np.sin(o)*T_sino
612   
613   return (r**2.)*(1.-v)*(T_sino*np.cos(o)+r*R)/(v*(((r*R)**2.)+(T**2.))-r**
2.)
614   
615   def kstar( self ):
616   """
617   Calculates kstar.
618   Input:
619   No input required.
620   """
621   ## Basic data ##
622   r, o = self.r, self.o
623   
XVIII
624   ## Precomputed ld components ##
625   R, T_sino = self.R, self.T_sino
626   dRdr, dTdo = self.dRdr, self.dTdo
627   
628   return -self.MinkNorm*( 2.*r*R + np.cos(o)*T_sino + dTdo +pow( r, 2. )*
dRdr )/pow( r, 2. )
629   
630   def dkstardr( self ):
631   """
632   Calculates the r-derivative of kstar.
633   Input:
634   No input required.
635   """
636   ## Basic data ##
637   r, o = self.r, self.o
638   
639   ## Precomputed ld components ##
640   R, T_sino = self.R, self.T_sino
641   dTdo, dTdr_sino, dRdr = self.dTdo, self.dTdr_sino, self.dRdr
642   d2Rdr2, d2Tdrdo = self.d2Rdr2, self.d2Tdrdo
643   
644   ## Product Rule ##
645   kstar0 = -( 2.*r*R + np.cos(o)*T_sino + dTdo +pow( r, 2. )*dRdr )/pow( r,
2. )
646   PartOne = -( 2.*R*r + 2.*np.cos(o)*T_sino + 2.*dTdo - 2.*pow( r, 2. )*
dRdr )/pow( r, 3. )
647   PartTwo = ( np.cos(o)*dTdr_sino + d2Tdrdo + pow( r, 2. )*d2Rdr2 )/pow( r,
2. )
648   
649   return -self.MinkNorm*(PartOne+PartTwo) + kstar0*self.dMinkAdr
650   
651   def RicciScalar( self ):
652   """
653   Ricci Scalar on each t = constant leaf.
654   Input:
655   No input required.
656   """
657   ## Basic data ##
658   r, o = self.r, self.o
659   h22 = self.h22
660   
661   ## Derivatives w.r.t O ##
662   drdO_sinO = self.drdo_sino; drdO = drdO_sinO*np.sin(o)
663   dh22_dOsino, d2r_do2 = self.dh22_dOsino, self.d2r_do2
664   
665   Top = dh22_dOsino*( np.cos(o)*r + np.sin(o)*drdO ) + 2.*h22*( r - 2.*np.
cos(o)*drdO_sinO - d2r_do2 )
666   
667   return Top/( pow( h22, 2. )*r )
668   
669   #------------------------------------#
670   #- Needed spin & articial functions -#
671   #------------------------------------#
672   
673   def SymContrct( self, A1, A2_sin2, B1, B2_sin2 ):
674   """
675   Contracts two tensors to the form Tdd[A,B] = T[1]dx[2]dx[2] + T[2]pow( 
sin(o), 2 )dx[3]dx[3].
676   Input: 
677   (1) A1 - The x[2],x[2] componet the first tensor.
678   (2) A2_sin2 - The x[3],x[3] componet the first tensor without 
pow(sin(o),2) factor.
679   (3) B1 - The x[2],x[2] componet the second tensor.
680   (4) B2_sin2 - The x[3],x[3] componet the second tensor without 
pow(sin(o),2) factor.
681   """
682   ## Metric data ##
683   h22, r = self.h22, self.r
684   
XIX
685   return A1*B1/(h22**2.) + A2_sin2*B2_sin2/(r**4.)
686   
687   def hUU_SpinFuncs( self ):
688   """
689   Functions from the projections of the peanut metric onto m and m-bar 
vectors.
690   Input:
691   No input required.
692   """
693   ## Metric data ##
694   h22, r = self.h22, self.r
695   
696   ## hdd[A,B]m[A]m_bar[B] & hdd[A,B]m[B]m_bar[A] ##
697   ZeroSpin = ( 1./self.h22 + 1./( r**2. ) )/2.
698   
699   ## hdd[A,B]m[A]m[B] & hdd[a,b]m_bar[B]m_bar[A] ##
700   NonZeroSpin = ( 1./h22 - 1./( r**2. ) )/2.
701   
702   ## Spin is not accounted for here ##
703   return ZeroSpin, NonZeroSpin
704   
705   def hUUCdd_theta( self ):
706   """
707   Contraction of the CUdd[A,B,C] tensor with hUU[A,B]. 
708   Input:
709   No input required.
710   """
711   ## Basic Data ##
712   r, o = self.r, self.o
713   
714   ## hdd[A,B] = g*pow( sin(o), 2) + pow( r, 2 ) ##
715   g = (self.dtdo_sino/self.dtdr)**2.
716   
717   ## Top part of fraction ##
718   TopOne = ( 2.*np.cos(o)*(g**2.)*(np.sin(o)**3.) ) +(r**2.)*( self.dh22dO-
2.*r*self.drdo )
719   TopTwo = 2.*g*r*np.sin(o)*( r*np.cos(o) -np.sin(o)*self.drdo )
720   
721   ## Bottom part of fraction ##
722   Bottom = 2.*(( r**3. +g*r*(np.sin(o)**2.) )**2.)
723   
724   ## hUU[A,B]CUdd[A,B,1] ##
725   return (TopOne+TopTwo)/Bottom
726   
727   def hUUabCUddeacQddeb_theta( self, Q1, Q2_sino2 ):
728   """
729   Contraction of the CUdd[A,B,C] to produce hUU[A,B]CUdd[E,A,C]Qdd[E,B].
730   Input:
731   (1) Q1 - The x[2],x[2] component of Qdd.
732   (1) Q2_sino2 - The x[3],x[3] component of Qdd without the 
pow(sin(o),2) factor.
733   """
734   ## Metric data ##
735   h22, r = self.h22, self.r
736   
737   ## Derivatives w.r.t O ##
738   dh22dO, drdo = self.dh22dO, self.drdo
739   
740   ## hUU[A,B]CUdd[E,A,2]Qdd[E,B] ##
741   return Q1*dh22dO/( 2.*( h22**2. ) ) + Q2_sino2*drdo/pow( r, 3. )
742   
743   
744   class r_of_t_and_theta():
745   """
746   This class numerically creates r(t,o).
747   """
748   def __init__( self, M, m, Z ):
749   """
750   Stores needed quantities.
XX
751   Input:
752   (1,2,3) M, m, Z - The two masses and the distance from r = 0 to m.
753   """
754   ## Normalised masses ##
755   self.M, self.m = float( M/( m + M ) ), float( m/( m + M ) )
756   
757   ## Z Distance ##
758   self.Z = float( Z )
759   
760   def r_plus( self, rs, thetas ):
761   """
762   The distance from the mass at Z.
763   Input:
764   (1) rs - The r value.
765   (2) thetas - The theta value.
766   """
767   return np.sqrt( pow( rs, 2. ) + pow( self.Z, 2. ) + 2.*self.Z*rs*np.cos(
thetas) )
768   
769   def r_minus( self, rs, thetas ):
770   """
771   The distance from the mass at -Z.
772   Input:
773   (1) rs - The r value.
774   (2) thetas - The theta value.
775   """
776   return np.sqrt( pow( rs, 2. ) + pow( self.Z, 2. ) - 2.*self.Z*rs*np.cos(
thetas) )
777   
778   def drdo( self, r, o ):
779   """
780   The r-derivative on each t = constant slice.
781   Input:
782   (1) rs - The r value.
783   (2) thetas - The theta value.
784   """
785   ## Basic data ##
786   M, m, Z = self.M, self.m, self.Z
787   rplus, rminus = self.r_plus( r, o ), self.r_minus( r, o )
788   
789   ## Top part of the fraction ##
790   top = r*Z*( M/(rplus**3.)-m/(rminus**3.) )
791   
792   ## Bottom part of the fraction ##
793   bottom_plus = ( M/( rplus**3. ) )*( r + Z*np.cos(o) )
794   bottom_minus = ( m/( rminus**3. ) )*( r - Z*np.cos(o) )
795   bottom = bottom_plus + bottom_minus
796   
797   return top*np.sin(o)/bottom
798   
799   def Initial_r( self, t ):
800   """
801   The value of r(t) at o = 0.
802   Input:
803   (1) t - the t value.
804   """
805   ## Basic Data ##
806   M, m, Z = self.M, self.m, self.Z
807   
808   ## r = (-b +/- sqrt( pow( b, 2. ) - 4ac ) )/2 ##
809   ac, b = t*Z*( M - m ) - pow( Z, 2. ) ,t*( M + m )
810   
811   return np.array([ ( b + np.sqrt( pow( b, 2. ) -4.*ac ) )/2. ])
812   
813   def r_of_t( self, t, thetas ):
814   """
815   Solves for r(t,theta) on a t = constant leaf.
816   Input: 
817   (1) t - The value of t on the slice.
XXI
818   (2) thetas - All theta values.
819   """
820   return odeint( self.drdo, self.Initial_r( t ), thetas, rtol = 1e-12, atol
= 1e-12 ).flatten()
821   
822   
823   
824   ####################################################################
825   #-------------------------- Functions -----------------------------#
826   ####################################################################
827   
828   #-------------------#
829   #- Class functions -#
830   #-------------------#
831   
832   def t_to_free( t, r, o, M, m, Z, y ):
833   """
834   Creates a Freedom class at a particular point.
835   Input:
836   (1) t, r, o - Point information.
837   (2) M, m - The two masses.
838   (3) Z - Distance from the origin to smallest mass.
839   (4) y - ydd time-derivative coefficent. 
840   """
841   ## Creates the t-class ##
842   t_stuff = PotentialFunctions( t, r, o, M, m, Z )
843   
844   ## Fist order t derivatives ##
845   Pointdtdr, Pointdtdo_sino = t_stuff.dtdr(), t_stuff.dtdo_sino()
846   Pointdtdo = Pointdtdo_sino*np.sin(o)
847   
848   ## Second order t derivatives ##
849   Pointd2tdr2 = t_stuff.d2tdr2( Pointdtdr )
850   Pointd2tdodr_sino = t_stuff.d2tdrdo_sino( Pointdtdo_sino, Pointdtdr )
851   Pointd2tdodr = Pointd2tdodr_sino*np.sin(o)
852   Pointd2tdo2 = t_stuff.dt2do2( Pointdtdo )
853   
854   ## Third order t derivatives ##
855   Pointd3tdr3 = t_stuff.d3tdr3( Pointdtdr, Pointd2tdr2 )
856   Pointd3tdodr2 = t_stuff.d3tdodr2( Pointdtdr, Pointd2tdr2 )
857   Pointd3tdrdo2 = t_stuff.d3tdrdo2( Pointdtdr, Pointdtdo, Pointd2tdodr )
858   
859   ## First order derivative of r(O) ##
860   Pointdrdo_sino = t_stuff.drdo_sino();
861   
862   ## Second order derivative of r(O) ##
863   Pointd2rdo2 = t_stuff.d2rdo2( Pointdrdo_sino*np.sin(o) )
864   
865   ## Creates the class ##
866   Fields = FreeFunctions( t, r, o, Pointdtdr, Pointdtdo_sino, Pointd2tdr2,
Pointd2tdodr_sino, Pointd2tdo2, \
867   Pointd3tdr3, Pointd3tdodr2, Pointd3tdrdo2, Pointdrdo_sino, Pointd2rdo2, y
)
868   
869   return Fields
870   
871   def OnePoint( t, r, o, M, m, Z, y ):
872   """
873   Evaluates all needed free data.
874   Input:
875   (1,2,3) t, r, o - Point information.
876   (4,5) M, m - The two masses.
877   (6) Z - Distance from the origin to smallest mass.
878   (7) y - ydd time-derivative coefficent. 
879   """
880   ## Creates the field class ##
881   Fields = t_to_free( t, r, o, M, m, Z, y )
882   
883   ## Generates Extrinsic curvature quantites (Kdd) ##
XXII
884   PointKappa = Fields.Kappa()
885   Pointq = Fields.qddhUU()
886   PointQ2_sino2 = Fields.Q22_sino2( Pointq )
887   PointQ1 = Fields.Q11( PointQ2_sino2 )
888   
889   ## Generates kstar quantites ##
890   Pointkstar2_sino2 = Fields.kstar22_sino2()
891   Pointkstar = Fields.kstar()
892   Pointkstar1 = Fields.kstar11( Pointkstar, Pointkstar2_sino2 )
893   Pointdkstardt = Fields.dkstardr()/Fields.dtdr
894   
895   ## Generates HeatEq data ##
896   kstarddkstarUU = Fields.SymContrct( Pointkstar1, Pointkstar2_sino2,
Pointkstar1, Pointkstar2_sino2 )
897   F = 2.*Pointdkstardt -kstarddkstarUU - (Pointkstar**2.)
898   QddQUU = Fields.SymContrct( PointQ1, PointQ2_sino2, PointQ1, PointQ2_sino2 )
899   ESource = Fields.RicciScalar() -QddQUU
900   
901   ## Generates WaveEq data ##
902   kstarUUQdd = Fields.SymContrct( Pointkstar1, Pointkstar2_sino2, PointQ1,
PointQ2_sino2 )
903   
904   ## Generates artificial function data ##
905   h_NoSpin, h_Spin = Fields.hUU_SpinFuncs()
906   hUUCUdd = Fields.hUUCdd_theta()
907   HCQ = Fields.hUUabCUddeacQddeb_theta( PointQ1, PointQ2_sino2 )
908   
909   ## Generates OnePoint output ##
910   Out = np.array([ F, ESource, Pointkstar, PointKappa, kstarUUQdd, hUUCUdd,
h_NoSpin, h_Spin, PointQ1, PointQ2_sino2, HCQ ])
911   
912   return Out
913   
914   def Evaluate( t, rValues, ThetaValues, Function, M, m, Z, N, y, size = 11 ):
915   """
916   Evaluates a function at all points.
917   Input:
918   (1) t
919   (2) rValues - The set of all r points.
920   (3) ThetaValues - The set of all theta points.
921   (4) Function - This is the function to be evaluated.
922   (5,6) M, m - The masses.
923   (7) N - Number of theta points.
924   (8) size = 11 - Number of outputs of the Function. 
925   """
926   ## This loop runs through all values ##
927   Output = np.array([]); i =0
928   while i < N:
929   Output = np.append( Output, Function( t, rValues[i], ThetaValues[i], M, m
, Z, y ) );
930   i += 1
931   
932   return (Output.reshape(N,size)).transpose()
933   
934   #----------------------#
935   #- Solution functions -#
936   #----------------------#
937   
938   def OneArrayCut(array):
939   """
940   Cuts a (n,) array into four equatl pieces.
941   Input:
942   (1) array - The array to be split.
943   """
944   ## Caluculates splitting points ##
945   ArLen = len(array)
946   One, Two, Three = int(ArLen/4), int(ArLen/2), int(3*ArLen/4)
947   
948   ## Splits the array ##
XXIII
949   first, second = array[:One], array[:Two][One:]
950   third, fourth = array[:Three][Two:], array[Three:];
951   
952   return( first, second, third, fourth )
953   
954   def SubCut(array):
955   """
956   Cuts a (m,n) array into four equal pieces.
957   Input:
958   (1) array - The array to be split.
959   """
960   ## This loop runs OneArrayCut on each sub array ##
961   One, Two, Three, four = [], [], [], [];
962   for i in range(0,len(array),1):
963   alpha, beta, gamma, delta = OneArrayCut(array[i])
964   One.append(alpha)
965   Two.append(beta)
966   Three.append(gamma)
967   four.append(delta)
968   
969   return( np.array(One), np.array(Two), np.array(Three), np.array(four) )
970   
971   #--------------------------#
972   #- Initial data functions -#
973   #--------------------------#
974   
975   def Initial_q_Point( t, r, o, M, m, Z, y ):
976   """
977   Finds the value of q at one point.
978   Input:
979   Same input as t_to_free
980   """
981   Fields = t_to_free( t, r, o, M, m, Z, y )
982   return Fields.qddhUU()
983   
984   def Initial_p_Point( t, r, o, M, m, Z, y ):
985   """
986   Finds the value of p at one point.
987   Input:
988   Same input as t_to_free
989   """
990   Fields = t_to_free( t, r, o, M, m, Z, y )
991   return Fields.hUdKddNU( Fields.Kappa() )/np.sqrt( 2. )
992   
993   def Initial_A_Point( t, r, o, M, m, Z, y ):
994   """
995   Finds the value of A at one point.
996   Input:
997   Same input as t_to_free
998   """
999   Fields = t_to_free( t, r, o, M, m, Z, y )
1000   return Fields.MinkNorm*np.sqrt( 1. - Fields.v )
1001   
1002   def InitialValues( t, N, M, m, Z, ThetaValues, rClass, y ):
1003   """
1004   Creates all inital values.
1005   Input:
1006   (1) t - Inital t value.
1007   (2) N - Number of theta points.
1008   (3) M, m - The two masses.
1009   (4) Z - Distance from the origin to the smallest mass.
1010   (5) ThetaValues - Set of all theta points.
1011   (6) rClass - The pre-made numerical class r_of_t_and_theta.
1012   """
1013   ## Solves for initial r-value ##
1014   Rr = rClass.r_of_t( t, ThetaValues )
1015   
1016   ## Inital values ##
1017   q_start = Evaluate( t, Rr, ThetaValues, Initial_q_Point, M, m, Z, N, y, size
XXIV
= 1 )
1018   p_start = Evaluate( t, Rr, ThetaValues, Initial_p_Point, M, m, Z, N, y, size
= 1 )
1019   A_Start = Evaluate( t, Rr, ThetaValues, Initial_A_Point, M, m, Z, N, y, size
= 1 )
1020   
1021   ## Combines all inital values ##
1022   p_Out = np.append( p_start, p_start ).flatten()
1023   pq_Out = np.append( p_Out, q_start ).flatten()
1024   pqA_Out = np.append( pq_Out, A_Start ).flatten()
1025   
1026   return pqA_Out
1027   
1028   
1029   
1030   ####################################################################
1031   #-------------------------- Main Code -----------------------------#
1032   ####################################################################
1033   
1034   def main( M, m, Z, Ntheta, ts, Tolerance, Dir, Suffix, Cn ):
1035   """
1036   Defines, solves, and saves the PDE system.
1037   Input:
1038   (1) (M,m,Z) - The two masses and the distance from the origin.
1039   (2) Ntheta - Number of points in the theta discretization.
1040   (3) ts - All points in the t-discretization.
1041   (4) Tolerance - Absolute error tollerence in the evolution.
1042   (5) Dir - Save directory.
1043   (6) Suffix - Save suffix.
1044   """
1045   #------------------------#
1046   #- Sets up needed stuff -#
1047   #------------------------#
1048   
1049   ## initiallising the axial_symmetric_transform (for precomputation the 
wigner matrices) ##
1050   sf = python_module.axial_symmetric_transform( Ntheta, 4 )
1051   
1052   ## This is the numerical theta-discretization ##
1053   Theta = sf.create_mesh( Ntheta )
1054   
1055   ## Creates r as a numerical function of t and theta ##
1056   rClass = r_of_t_and_theta( M, m, Z )
1057   
1058   #-----------------# 
1059   # Defines the ODE #
1060   #-----------------#
1061   
1062   def dydr( ys, s ):
1063   """
1064   This is the derivative function.
1065   Input:
1066   (1) ys - y values.
1067   (2) s - t value.
1068   """
1069   ## Unpacks the inital data ##
1070   p1_array, p2_array, q_array, A_array = OneArrayCut( ys )
1071   p1, p2 = sf.function_in_s2( p1_array, -1 ), sf.function_in_s2( p2_array,
1 )
1072   q, A = sf.function_in_s2( q_array, 0 ), sf.function_in_s2( A_array, 0 )
1073   
1074   ## Solves for r(t,theta) ##
1075   Rr = rClass.r_of_t( s, Theta )
1076   
1077   ## Gets the free data ##
1078   AllData = Evaluate( s, Rr, Theta, OnePoint, M, m, Z, Ntheta, Cn )
1079   
1080   ## F, ESource, kstar, & kappa ##
1081   F, ESource, kstr, kpp = AllData[0], AllData[1], AllData[2], AllData[3]
XXV
1082   Kpp_S2 = sf.function_in_s2( kpp, 0 ) # Puts kappa onto 2-Sphere
1083   
1084   ## Puts hUUCUdd projections onto the 2-sphere ##
1085   Hm_plus = sf.function_in_s2( AllData[5]/np.sqrt(2.), 1 )
1086   Hm_minus = sf.function_in_s2( AllData[5]/np.sqrt(2.), -1 )
1087   
1088   ## Peanut metric functions ##
1089   f_pp, f_mm = sf.function_in_s2( AllData[7], 2 ), sf.function_in_s2(
AllData[7], -2 )
1090   f_0 = sf.function_in_s2( AllData[6], 0 );
1091   
1092   ## Gets Q11 and Q22 ##
1093   Q1, Q2 = AllData[8], AllData[9]
1094   
1095   ## Finds hUU[a,b]CUdd[e,a,b]Qdd[e,c] projections ##
1096   cmQ_plus = sf.function_in_s2( Q1*AllData[5]/np.sqrt(2.), 1 )
1097   cmQ_minus = sf.function_in_s2( Q1*AllData[5]/np.sqrt(2.), -1 )
1098   
1099   ## Finds hUU[a,b]CUdd[e,a,c]Qdd[b,e] projections ##
1100   CQ_plus = sf.function_in_s2( AllData[10]/np.sqrt(2.), 1 )
1101   CQ_minus = sf.function_in_s2( AllData[10]/np.sqrt(2.), -1 )
1102   
1103   ## projections of Qdd onto m and m-bar ##
1104   Q_Zero = sf.function_in_s2( (Q1+Q2)/2., 0 )
1105   Q_Plus2 = sf.function_in_s2( (Q1-Q2)/2., 2 )
1106   Q_Minus2 = sf.function_in_s2( (Q1-Q2)/2., -2 )
1107   
1108   ## Evolution for q ##
1109   dq_p_PartOne = ( Hm_minus*p2 + Hm_plus*p1 ).map
1110   dq_p_PartTwo = ( f_mm*sf.ethU(p2)+f_pp*sf.ethD(p1)+f_0*(sf.ethU(p1)+sf.
ethD(p2)) ).map/np.sqrt(2.)
1111   dq_p_part = dq_p_PartTwo + dq_p_PartOne
1112   dq = (1./2.)*((q).map)*kstr+(A.map)*dq_p_part -(kpp*kstr) + AllData[4]
1113   
1114   ## Evolution for p1 ##
1115   dp1_Q_PartOne = (A*cmQ_minus).map + (A*CQ_minus).map
1116   dp1_Q_PartTwo = A*(f_mm*sf.ethU( Q_Zero )+f_0*sf.ethU( Q_Minus2 )+f_0*sf.
ethD( Q_Zero )+f_pp*sf.ethD( Q_Minus2 ))
1117   dp1_Q_part = (dp1_Q_PartTwo).map/np.sqrt(2.) - dp1_Q_PartOne
1118   dp1_q_part = ((1./(np.sqrt(2)))*(A*sf.ethD(q)).map)/2.
1119   dp1_kappa_part = (1./np.sqrt(2.))*(( A*sf.ethD( sf.function_in_s2( kpp, 0
) )).map)
1120   dp1 = dp1_kappa_part + (kstr*p1).map + dp1_q_part - dp1_Q_part
1121   
1122   ## Evolution for p2 ##
1123   dp2_Q_PartOne = (A*cmQ_plus).map + (A*CQ_plus).map
1124   dp2_Q_PartTwo = A*(f_mm*sf.ethU( Q_Plus2 )+f_0*sf.ethU( Q_Zero )+f_0*sf.
ethD( Q_Plus2 )+f_pp*sf.ethD( Q_Zero ))
1125   dp2_Q_part = (dp2_Q_PartTwo).map/np.sqrt(2.) - dp2_Q_PartOne
1126   dp2_q_part = ((1./(np.sqrt(2.)))*(A*sf.ethU(q)).map)/2.
1127   dp2_kappa_part = (1./np.sqrt(2.))*(( A*sf.ethU( sf.function_in_s2( kpp, 0
) )).map)
1128   dp2 = dp2_kappa_part + (kstr*p2).map + dp2_q_part - dp2_Q_part
1129   
1130   ## Evolution for A ##
1131   d2A_PartOne = (Hm_minus*sf.ethU(A)+Hm_plus*sf.ethD(A)).map/np.sqrt(2.)
1132   d2A_PartTwo = (f_mm*sf.ethU(sf.ethU(A))+f_pp*sf.ethD(sf.ethD(A))).map/2.
+(f_0*(sf.ethU(sf.ethD(A)))).map
1133   dA_2ndOrderTerm = 2.*(d2A_PartTwo - d2A_PartOne)
1134   dA_E_q = (1./2.)*(q**2.).map + 2.*(Kpp_S2*q).map
1135   dA_E_p = f_mm*p2*p2 + f_pp*p1*p1 + f_0*( p1*p2+p2*p1 )
1136   ETotal = dA_E_q - 2.*dA_E_p.map + ESource
1137   dA = np.divide( A.map*F +(A**3.).map*ETotal - (A**2.).map*dA_2ndOrderTerm
, (2.*kstr) )
1138   
1139   ## Finial output ##
1140   otpt = np.array( [ dp1, dp2, dq, dA ] ).flatten()
1141   Output = otpt.real
1142   
XXVI
1143   return Output
1144   
1145   #----------------------# 
1146   # Solves and saves PDE #
1147   #----------------------#
1148   
1149   ## Solves the PDE system ##
1150   Start = InitialValues( ts[0], Ntheta, M, m, Z, Theta, rClass, Cn )
1151   Solutions = odeint( dydr, Start, ts, rtol = Tolerance, atol = Tolerance )
1152   p1Sol, p2Sol, qSol, ASol = SubCut(Solutions)
1153   
1154   ## This saves the final output ##
1155   os.chdir('%s'%Dir)
1156   np.savetxt("A_%s.npy"%Suffix,ASol); np.savetxt("q_%s.npy"%Suffix,qSol);
1157   np.savetxt("p1_%s.npy"%Suffix,p1Sol); np.savetxt("p2_%s.npy"%Suffix,p2Sol)
1158   os.chdir("..")
1159   
1160   return p1Sol, p2Sol, qSol, ASol
1161   
XXVII
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